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PREFACE

The aim of this Study is to help regalvanize the drive to align vocational training
in the Community. Up to now, voc€Ltional training has not received much attention
in the overall re-assessment of education. This is partly due to the widely made
distinction between general and job-orientated education.

The Economic and Social Committee has repeatedly considered educational and
training issues. The Committee's Section for Social Questions has noted that

progress towards alignment in this sphere will have a crucial influence on the
development of the Community. The higb rate of unemployment among young
people has once again highliehted the fragmentation of vocational training systems
in the Community. In recent years the Commission, the European Parliament, the
Economic and Social Committee and the two sides of industry have recognized the
need for a special Community institution for vocational training.
1970, a Committee study group, chaired by Mr Manlio Germozzi, reviewed
educational and training systems, and considered the question of a Community
institution for vocational training and guidance. The Rapporteur, Mrs Maria
Weber, surveyed the present patterns, probable future development and objectives
of education and vocational training in the six Member States. The study group
was able to refer to an earlier study, entitled 'An Action Programme for a Common Policy on Vocational Training, both general and in the field of agriculture';
this had been drawn up in the Section for Social Questions by Mr Germozzi in
1967. These studies, and other Cornmittee Opinions on vocational training, called
for gradual alignment of the final stages of vocational training systems, so that
workers would be able to take up job offers anywhere in the Community.

In

1970 study, the Committee came to the
conclusion that greater importance should be attached to the objective of aligning
educational and vocational training systems in the Community. Since 1970, alt
appendix has been added on educational and vocational training in lreland, Denmark and the United Kingdom. But it must be stated that the study is very limited
in scope, and was produced under difficult conditions. Even with the appendix, it
cannot claim to be thoroughly researched. However, it should be emphasized that
it does expressly call for a European Centre for Vocational Training, and such a
body has now been set up in Berlin. In fact, one of the main conclusions of the
study is the need for a central body for research into education and vocational
training.

In the discussions relating to Mrs Weber's

It is also found that Member State educational

and training systems were structured differently, because of the varying social, economic and technological conditions. On the other hand, the call for equal educational opportunities is becoming
stronger.

It

has already been pointed out in the Social Action Programme and in the Economic and Social Committee's Opinion on Education in the European Community
(CES 487175) that a genuine common educational policy will make it possible to
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find a satisfactory solution to the countless human problems which are inevitable
in setting up an integrated common market.
Improved and aligned vocational training can be an effective weapon in combatting
unimBloyment amoqg the young (at present, 3 million young people are unemployed in ttre EEC). Many of the problems connected with the emergence of a
leographically and occupationally mobile workforce could be solved.

In short, the study sgrveys the present differences between training systems, calls
for the establishment of equivalent vocational training levels, and discusses the
pre-requisites for equal educational opportunities. It is still very much a relevant
docudent, because of itr call for central, basic research within the Community
framework. Without this, educational alignment cannot be achieved.

-4-
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INTRODUCTION

Vocational training issues have frequently been discussed by the Section for Social
Questions of the Economic and Social Committee. They were dealt with in particular depth at the 50th meeting (Doc. CES 598/69) and the 52nd meeting (Doc.
CES 94170). At these meetings it became particularly obvious how very important
the systems of education and vocational training in tbe Co,rrmunity are, and what
a decisive influenoe developments towards harmonization will have on the future
development of the Community.

However during the discussions it was unfortunately established that inside the
Community education and vocational training has still not so far received due
attention. It was noted with disquiet that the Commission responsible for these
matters had so far obtained neither sufficient staff nor sufficient funds to carry out
the basic work necessary to solve, more specially, the problems of a sensible harmonization. In this context num€rous members referred to the necessity for the
establisliment of a European institute for research into vocational training.

At the 53rd meeting of the Section for Social Questions @oc. CES 194/70) a
Study Group was set up to examine the multifarious aspects of education and
vocational training.

At its meeting on 30 June 1971 (Doc. R/CES 441/71) the Study Group adopted a
framework for drawiqg up the study.
The Rapporteur feels obliged to mention a difficulty encountered by everyone who
participated in the preparation of the study.

If such a study is to be comprehensive, if it is to go into details and have a proBer
scientific basis, then it must be scientifically and methodically compiled by a
research team specifically set up for that purpose. The comprehensive thorough
study which we urgently require simply cannot be properly produced by people
who have other jobs and who can only work on the study in their spare time. The
Rapporteur and all others who took part in the work could only try to be as
meticulous as possible and to do their best to provide as much data as possible
within the limits which were extremely narrow from the very start.
Therefore

it must

be clearly stated that this study cannot under any circumstances

claim to be scientifically prepared, with the guarantees that this entails. Due to
the conditions under which the individual statements were collated, the study
should be seen as an attempt to give a rough survey of the systems of edueation
and vocational training and the trends and aims. Nothing more may be expected

from it.
The aim must be to obtain as sootr as possible from the Commission's representatives a thorough, scientifically sound document about the educational and vocational training situation in the Community. This is the only basis for drawing
fundamental conclusions and taking decisive steps towards harmonization in this
very important field.
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The systems of education
and vocational training
in the founding member countries
of the European Community

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

l.

-

Legal bases and responsibllllles

1. School education

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the individual 'L[nder' are responsible for

culture. Accordingly they have sole jurisdiction on the subject of education.
Consequently, regulations applicable to the whole of the Federal Republic can
only exist on the basis of agreements between the Ministers of Public Education
and Relieion of the 'Lilnder'. The common tradition and the coordination carried
out by the permanent Conference of the Ministers of Education and Religion have
guaranteed up to now the conformity of the basic principles of educational policy.
To this is added the fact that the 'L?inder' have concluded important agre€ments

among themselves:
agf,e€ment between the 'L6nder' of the Federal Republic with a view to the
- standardization of education ('Diisseldorf agreement' 17 February 1955);
revision of the agreement between the 'Liinder' of the Federal Republic with

- a view to standardizing education ( Hamburg agreement'-z9

-

October 1964);
framework convention of 29 September 1960 (of Saarbriicken) for the organization of advanced level education in schools ('Gymnasium');
agreement on the creation of technical secondary schools (1968).

Generalized compulsory schooling exists because of the quasi total identity of the
legislation of the 'Udnder' on this matter. This obligation begins at the end of the
sixth year; compulsory fulltime schooling lasts 9 years. Then, those who are not
eqgaged in full-time education must follow part-time courses at a vocational school
(generally up to the end of the 18th year).

2. Vocational training by apprenticeship

Vocational training by apprenticeship is the subject of the law on vocational
training ( Be,rufsbildungsgesetz ), which came into force oo 1 September 1959 and
is applicable to the whole of the Federal Republic. This law stipulates that the
apprenticeship of young people under 18 years is only authorized for professions
whose apprenticeship is recognized and for which provisions exist which are laid
down by the Minister responsible for the relevant field in agreement with the
Minister ol Education and Science, These various provisions specify the practical
work and knowledge to be acquired, draw up a skeleton plan for training which
states the extent and the nature of this education and indicates the chronological
and thematic lay-out of the training in question. The regulations relating to
retraining and advanced training can also b€ laid down in a uniform way at
federal level (the 'Bund').
Apprenticeship takes the form of a contract between the firm on the one hand and
the apprentice as well as those responsible for his education on the other. The

-
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in particular through this contract to respect the proviin the re,gulations relating to apprenticeship.

parties commit themselves
sions fixed

Apprenticeship is provided by firms and by persons who fulfil the requisite conditions in the eyes of the law. The law designates the 'competent bodies' (chambers
of commerce and industry, chambers of trade, for example) charged with supervising the establishment of appre'nticeship systems. These bodies are themselves
subject to the control of the competent ministries, at'Ldnder' or'Bund'Ievel.

ll.

-

Educatlon and vocatlonal tralnlng In school

1. Pre-school education (from 1 to 6 years)

At this level, compulsory establishments do not yet exist. Attendance at kindergarten or nursery school, which is not yet an integral part of educational establish'
ments is optional.

2. Compulsory school age education (from 6 to

(a) Elementary primary school

C

18 years)

Grundschule

)

The 'Grundschule' is the first comprlsory school establishment; it is common to
all children. Elementary primary education lasts four years in general and six
years in Hamburg, Bremen and Berlin. At the end of this level of education, the
pupil has the right, without having to take a special admission procedure, to go to
one of the schools which will enable him to carry on his training.
(aa) ' Schulkindergarten' (' school age kindergartens'
classes

for late

are equivalent to

special

beginners)

Children of school age who have not the necessary maturity to attend school can
be sent to a 'Schulkindergarten' at the request of the Head of the school,
presented with the parents' consent. 'fn most of the 'I-inder', these 'Schulkindergarten' are attached to the 'Grundschule'. They enable children of school age
but who have not yet reached the necessary maturity to catch up. The means used

are sports and games, elocution exercisec and functional exercises, music, drawing
and representative manual work.
(b) Special education

C

Sonderschule')

of different types take care of physically or mentally handicapped
recent years priority has been given to the development of these
schools and opportunities for additional or alternative education have been provided by the creation of advanced re-education courses.
Special schools

children.

In

(c) Advanced school-age establishmenb (general educadon and vocational education)

-

higher primary school ('Hauptschule') includes classes 5 to 9 and is compulsory for all those who are not attending another course of education. The
examination at the end of the studies gives access to a series of vocational
training courses. In several 'L[nder' a tenth year has been introduced following an extension of the 'Hauptschule';
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-

-

-

-

-

Realschule' (Establishment for the second degree of shorter education)
includes classes 5 and 10 and provides an end of study diploma (comparable to
the French BEPC) which gives access to several medium level professions which
do not require university education and permits attendance at the 'Fachoberschule' (technical secondary school);
'

The ' Gymnasiuinr' (grammar school) includes classes 5 to 13. It is subdivided
into a large number of soctions. Most of these prepare pupils for the higher

school leaving certificate ('Hochschulreife'), whilst some prepare for a specialized higher school leaving certificate (' fachgebundene Hochschulreife');
The ' Berufsschule' (vocational school) is a part-time school whose attendance
lasts in general three years after compulsory full-time schooling. The 'Berufsschule', compulsory for all those who do not attend any other form of education, aims to deepen and complete the vocational training in firms;
The ' Berufsfachschule' (specialized vocational school is equivalent to a technical college) in a full-time school which prepares students for vocational training
afterwards in the firm or teaqhes part of a first professional qualification. Its
teaching is given for one, two or three years. The certificate provided at the
end of most of the two year schools is considered equal to the school leaving
certificate of the 'Realschule';
The 'Berufsaulbauschule ' (school for vocational refresher courses) is attended
during or after training in the firm. Full-time, the courses are generally for
one year; part-time for three years. This school provides an 'intermediate
level school-leaving certificate' (mitleren Bildungsabschluss) which gives access
to secondary technical schools. It also provides general and technical training
which goes beyond the aims of the simple vocational school.
The ' Fachoberschule' (technical college) prepares for specialized upper schools.
Pupils wishing to attend it must have attended an intermediate school and
passed the final examination. Practical trainiqg is given
(generally one year on the job) plus training in theory.

-

in a 2

year course

(comprehensive school) is a new type of school which
groups in one establishment or pedagogic course higher primary education
('Hauptschulen'), shorter education ('Realschule') and grammar school education ('Gymnasium'). This form of education is still at the experimental stage
in several 'Ldnder' and only includes classes 5 to 10.

The ' Gesamtschule'

In order to

enable those who have no possibility

to

of attending full-time

advanced

obtain the 'intermediate school leaving diploma' (' Mitleren
Bildungsabschluss') or the higher school leaving certificate ('Hochschulreife'),
there are special forms of 'Realschulen', ' Berufsaufbauschulen', 'Fachoberschulen' and grammar schools. This type of education can be attended after having
obtained the certificate of professional skill, in the evening or in the daytime; this
is what we call 'parallel training' ('aveiter Bildungsweg').

training courses

3. Advanced training

(a)' Fachschulen' (speialized

schools)

These are schools whose attendance is voluntary after the acquiring of vocational
training and practical professional experience, or simply after acquiring practical
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experience at work. Often the necessary condition is an educational training
acquired at a ' Realschule' (strorter education) or an equivalent training. The day
course lasts six months to four years, The evening classes range over longer
periods proportional to the length of the day oducation. These schools prepare
students for an intermediate level activity characterized by particular specialization.

The technical schools ('Technikerschulen') which provide full-time education
spread over four semesters, are also part of these schools. There are also at
present 'Fachschulen' which, although being called 'Fachschulen' correspond

grosso modo to the ' Berufsfachschulen

O) 'Hiihere

' (vocational

schools).

Fachschulen t

These schools are

in a transitory

phase, following which most

into 'Fachhochschulen' (specialized high schools).

will be transformed

It is aimed to integrate

them

into higher studies. The principal schools teach engineering science, the management and organization of firms, social teaching, social questions, organization
techniques and naval science. To attend them, the student must possess the specialized hieher school leaving certificate ('Fachhochschulreife'). The school leaving
diploma is acquired after three years.

(c) 'Hoclschulen t

Higher education ('Hochschulen') includes, besides the universities and higher
technical schools ('Technische Hochschulen') the higher pedagogic institutes
('Pddagogische Hochschulen'), the fine arts institutes, the higher schools for physical education as well as a certain number of other scientific education establishments, recently too the specialized high schools ('Fachhochschulen') with many
specialities. To be admitted to higher education it is necessary to be in possession
of the general school leavirrg certificate or the higher school leaving certificate.
The minimum duration of study's is three years.

Itl.

-

Vocatlonal tralnlng (especially outside the school-apprenticeshlp lramework)

Vocational training of young peopl,e is carried out principally in the framework of
the 'dual system', characterized by the association of training in the firm and
school training, the first typ taking up more time than the second.
1, Provisions concerning apprenticeship
Provisions concerning the apprenticeship

of young people must include at least the

following points:

-

the designation of the profession for which the apprenticeship is served;
the length of the apprenticeship (three years maximum and two years minimum;
according to the law on vocational training-' Berufsbildungsgesetz');

-

practical skills and knowledge to be learned through the training;
4 asfs on the structure and running of the training course;
the matters which the examination at the end of the apprenticeship
(criteria required).

- t4-

will cover

2. Right to train apprentices

The law on vocational training stipulates that only those with certain personal
qualities and certain technical capacities have the right to train apprentices. The
technical capacities in question imply that the person responsible for the training
of apprentiaes possesses the practical skill and knowledge necessary in the profession, as well as the pedagogic knowledge required to teach the said profession and
its tecbnicalities.

In addition, only firms satisfying the corditions set out by the law are entitled to
train apprentices. This uleans that by its nature and its equipment the firm must
satisfy the demands of training and that the number of posts of apprenticeship
must depend on that of the apprentices or the qualified labour force employed.

Firms which do not have the requisite installations however may be authorized to
if these gaps are filled by training measures outside the firm.

take apprentices

3. End ot apprentlceship

An

apprenticeship which has

in

general lasted three years and whose contents and

running have been fixed by the provisions established to this effect, finishes with
an end-of-apprenticeship examination. This examination takes place before a jury
instituted by the 'competent body' (for example chambers of commerce and
industry, chambers of trade). An apprentice who can demonstrate that he has
acquired the practical skills and knowledge fixed by the programme, receives a
diploma traditionally called'Gesellenbrief' fiourneyman's certificate),'Facharbeiterbrief ' (specialized worker's certificate), or 'Kaufmannsgehilfenbrief ' (commercial assistant's certificate). In the case of failure, the apprentice may prolong
his apprenticeship and take the examination again (maximum twice).

4. Control and organization of vocational training in lirms

The 'competent body' designated by the law (the professional chambers for
example) controls the running of vocational training in firms. To this end, it must
appoint trainings Advisers ('Ausbildungsberater') who have as a first task to advise
and check on firms providing training. The 'competent body' has a list in which
all the aslrcts of vocational training within its competence appear.

fn order to hold examinations the 'competent body' must institute juries. These
include an equal number of employers and workers' delegates and at least one
teacher

from a vocational training school.

Each 'competent body' also institutes a vocational training committee ('Berufsbildungsausschuss') including six employers' delegates, six workers' delegates and
six te,achers from vocational training schools: the teachers however only have
consultative status. This Committee must be informed and consulted on all important questions arising out of vocational training and it has also a power of decision
on the legal dispositions which must be taken by the competent bodies. As far as
the skilled worker is concerned, the cooperation of the plenary assembly of the
chamber of trade is necessary.
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5. Vocational training committee of the 'Ldnder' ('Landesausscltdjsse

tilr

Berutsblldung')

A vocational training committee is instituted by each 'Land' government. It is
composed of an equal number of delegates of employers, workers and big administrations of the i Land'. It must in particular encotuage cooperation between
vocational training at school level and vocational training provided for by the
'Berufsbildungs,gesetz', and look after the interests of vocational training in the
case of the reorganization and development of education.
6. Federal vocational training committee ('Bundesausscfiuss ttr Berufsbildung')
This committee is compoeed of six employers' and six workers' delegates. Added
to this are six delegates from the 'Liinder' and a delegate from the central labour
services. Its task is to advise the federal government on basic questions of vocational training.

right of cooperation which is accorded to it under the law on vocational
training (for example in connection with regulations and directives), it must
establish criteria for the qualification of apprenticeship centres, for the putting
into operation of measurei relating to apprenticeship outside firms and for the
Besides the

orientation and control of apprenticeship centres.

In addition this committee must draw up proposals for organizing, developing and
encouraging vocational training as well as advanced training and retraining.

It must work with a view to the training and advanced training of instructors

and
encourage collaboration between the various types of vocational training (whether
it takes place inside firms, in an educational establishment or in an appreuticeship
centre).

7.

Federal institute tor research into vocational training

responsible for research into vocational training has been created
under common public law. Its task is to promote vocational training through
research, and, in particular, to shed light on the bases of vocational training, its
content and its aims and to prepare its adaptatim to technical, ecmomic and social

An institute

development,

The Central Committee ('Hauptausschuss') of the Institute is composed of five

of big employers' organizations and five representatives of the
corresponding workers' organizations. Added to this are two representatives of

representatives

the federal administration.

lV.

-

Developmenlr and almc

1. Medium term prospects (1980)

(a) Education

-

It is probable that between now and 1975 compulsory full-time schooling
be prolonged by a year and will last for 10 years.
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will

,-

The capacity of kindergartens and nursery schools will be increased so that the
age of entry to school will ultimately be lowered from 6 to 5 years. At the
same time these pre-school estabtshments will be integrated into the schooling
system.

The pupils in their 10th year will more and more have the facility of attending

- a basic vocational class ('Berufsgrundbildungsjahr')
-

which will constitute the

first stage of vocational training.
Full-time school ('Ganztagsschule' i.e. schools which are open all day and not
just in the morning as is often the case in Germany) are to be introduced for a
trial period in the compulsory education system.
The Comprehensive school ('Gesamtschule') will be experimented with on a
broad basis until 1980 and if it proves successful will be further developed.
The model systems initiated a few years ago will then have advanced far
enough to allow trials-incorporating vocational training-in the second cycle.

Plans

for

construction and development

of

to

encourage comprehensive schools
decide in favour of this type of school.
necessity

schools must take

in the future,

if

into account

the

the political powers

O) Yocational training . particularly oubide the school framework (Apprenticeship)

-

-

-

The present provisions relating to apprenticeship are being revised and at the
same time an effort will be made to ref,orm vocational training by basing it on
the' basic vocational class' (Berufsgrundbildungsjahr).
Graduated training (Stufenausbildung), made possible by the law on vocational
training which came into force in 1969, will be introduced in the sectors where
it will give the best results from the pedagogic point of view and at the level of
training policy.
It is planned more and more

to regroup the training for many trades in the
continuous periods. Thus the six hours weekly devoted on
average to vocational courses would be regrouped either into a single annual
period of. 12 weeks, or in two periods of six weeks each, or in several small
periods of one or two weeks, the rest of the time being set aside for apprenticeship in the firm.
As far as this apprenticeship in the firm is concerned, the public authorities wiLl
determine further the contents and means, as well as strengthening their con'
framework

of

trols.

Apprenticeship outside firms, in public or Community training centres, are to be
developed. It is needed, in view of the growing demands, to supplement the training received in the firm and to help to bring about greater equality of opportunity
and improve the permeability of the whole training system.
A greater part of the expenditure devoted to all training must be covered by
- the public budget. A governmental commission is at present studying further
possibilities for financing in the job vocational training.
The system of advanced training will also be considerably developed. Under
- the circumstances the procedure will have to be systematized and organized.
Attempts should be made to encourage participation in advanced training by
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the institution of trainiqg leave. This leave should quite naturally form part of
permanent training because, in its absence, technical and social progress is no
longer conceivable.

2.

Long term conceptions

In the Federal Republic, a reform in depth of education is under review. The
of the 'Bund' and the 'Liinder' meeting in a joint commission,
are studying the establishment of an overall plan for the formation of a medium

representatives

term budget. Discussions centred on comprehensive schools.
The comprehensive schools ('Gesamtschule') will in future cover the field
- occupied at present by the 'Grundschule' (elementary school), by the 'Hauptschule' (higher primary school), by the 'Realschule' (shorter education)r by
the 'Gymnasium' (grammar school) and by all the vocational schools. Most
of the pupils will therefore after 10 years study take a 'certificate of secondary

education' (Sekundarabschluss 4 which will give access to all the sections of
the advanced secondary level (Sekundarstute II).
This advanced secondary level, in its turru will give access to higher studies
(universities, high schools and other forms of highly specialized education), the
present school leaving certificate being replaced by another certificate. The
advanced secondary level

-

sanctioned

by a

vocational training

into vocational training must determine with precision the types ol
training which are most adapted to each trade. Because of the growing importance of theoretical knowledge in most occupations it must be expected that
academic training in schools, on the job and in other training centres will

increase

-

will also be

diploma.
Research

in comparison with the present situation.
of the various sections between themselves must then be

The permeahility

achieved. There must no longer be a training course leading to a dead-end.
These aims presuppose the integration of general training and vocational train-

- ing.

This integration which is an aim
by a study of educational programmes.

of training pohcy, must be prepared for
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I

BELGTUM

l.

Legal bases and responsibllilles

-

1. School education

In Belgium education is organized by different instances: the State, the provinces,
the local authorities and private persons.
Studies are sanctioned by examinations which s€rve as the basis for the delivery of
legally recognized diplomas. Ilowever, these examinations are more and more
being replaced by a system of permanent checking. The compulsory school age
extends to the age of 14 years.

A fundamental law on education exists in Belgium: the law of 29 May 1959, called the 'compromise ' or ' school pact' between the State and subsidized education.
The prolongation of schooling to 10 years, although acquired in fact for a large
number of pupils, has not yet been laid down by the law.

education is undergoing at all levels (from kinderto higher level) thorough tran$ormations, both in its structure and in its

At the present time, Belgian
garten

methods and programmes.

2. Vocational training and apprenticeship

For the most part provided in school establishments, vocational training is organized according to a simple structure. School training com€s under the Ministry for
National Education, vocational training of adults under the Ministry for Employment and Labour. Only a small part of the training is carried out through secretariats for apprentices under the Ministry for the Middle Clases. The Higher
Council for Technical Education, which groups representatives of national education, employers' and workers' organizations, helps the Ministry for National Education in questions relating to vocational training.
ll.

-

Education and vocalional tralning In school

1. Pre-scftoal education (trom 1 fo 6 years), called'nursery'

This education, so far accessible to children aged from 3 to 6 years, has now been
opened to cbildren of.2$ years. 95 Vo of childrenaged from ZVz to 6 attend.
2. Compulsory school education (trom 6 to 14 years)

(a) Primary education

This course con@rns children of 6 to 12 whose educators are concerned with
awakening the intelligence and bringing out aptitudes. For these basic years a
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uniform programme exists gving the basis of arithmetic, of laqguages, of writing
of the surroundings. Since I September l97l an experiment in
revision of primary education has been in progress in a certain number of establishments. It concerns above all a new programme of mother tongue and the

and the study

introduction of modern mathematics.

At

the end of this course, the pupils have the choice between general secondary
education and technical education.

O)

Seconrtary education

Revised education

Since 1969 an experiment

in the revision of

secondary education has been in

progress which has progressively spread to a considerable number

of

establi*rments

and has been sanctioned by the law of 19 July 1971. This provides for three
degrees each including two years of study. The basic task of each of these degrees
is successively observatiron, orientation and determination. The first degree ends
the distinction between general training-technical education.
General training (intermediate education

successive levels

from 12 to 18 years), provided in two

of three years each.

The choice is between:

-

classics, which

is

subdivided into Latin-Greek, Latin-mathematics, and Latin-

sciences;

modern studies, which are subdivided into economic and scientific sectio,ns
(option mathematics and option sciences). Since 1969 a new section has been
opened: natural sciences.

Between the classical and modern studies and a fortiori within each one of these
groups, opportunities for change exist qp to the end of the 4th year (age 12 to 16
years). These changes will where necessary be dependent on the passing of a
reorientation examination.

At the
classics
board.

lll.

-

end of intermediate education successful pupils are awarded a certificate of
or modern studies by the school. This is confirmed by an examination

Vocatlonal tralnlng

This is provided above all in school establishments. Direct (in firms) vocational
training occupies only a very small part.
Technical education (from 12 to 18 years)

Two sorts of technical education exist: vocational education of a predominantly
theoretical nature.
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.

Vocational educatian

(a) Lower level (Lower seoo,ndary vocational school - from

At this

1,2

to

15/ 1'6 years)

level specialized workers are trained.

This education is characterized by a relatively low general level, by the limited
number of hours of theoretical courses and by the predominance given to manual
work. This work not only concerns the industrial trades but also artisanal activities.
(b) Higher tevel (Higher secondary vocational school - from 15 to 18 years)

This education allows an additional specialization to be given to young

people

coming from the lower cycle.

2. Technical education

(a) Iower level (Lower secondary technioal school - trZ to 15, 16 and 17 years)

At this level skilled workers

are trained.

The vocational activities to which the various teachings gives access are extremely
varied: they include practicalty all the sectors requiring certain theoretical
knowledge.

(b) Higher level (Higher secondary technical school - 15 to

18 years)

This school trains future techniciarrs and foremen. Those benefiting fronr

this

teaching are selected and receive quite specialized general and technical training

enablirlg them eventually

to have access to functions as assistants in research
in this case they must

departments; they can also undertake foremen's j,obs but
complete their training at the work place.

The holders of diplomas of these schools can also prrsue their training-after an

entrance examination-at the higher level of engineer, technician, in the other
higher technical sections, and, after a 'maturity examination', university sfudies.
3. Education ot middle c/asses

13 April 1959 has just aohievEd ttrc organization of contract
trades under the surveillarrce of the Ministry for the Middle

A rpyal decroe of
apprenticeships

in

Classes:

(a) Lower level: apprenticeship (in general 4 years) at work

*

additional courses

one day per week.

(b) Management training:2 to 3 years.
Work contract * courses one day per week (evening).
(c) Advanced vocational training: for established managers.
Indefinite duration (problems of management, organization, production, etc.)
Higher education includes education at universities and similar establishments.
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This education has been restructured by the law of 7 July 1970. This is supplemented by a certain number of decrees of execution which are about to appear.
Special education has been organized by a law of 6 July 1970.

lV.

-

Developments and alms

It would be difficult to speak of an overall policy of vocational training, or of a
general education policy. We have been able to say that the basic rules dominating instruction and education in Belgium have emerged progressively in the course
of the historical development of the country and reflect the current of politicalreligious ideas which have marked the nation's past.
Recently voted laws-law on special education (6 July 1970),1aw on higher education (7 July 1970), law on secondary education (19 July 1971)-have enabled
Belgian education to be structured in a rational manner.

In addition there are in existence
levels and all possible specializations.

a multitude of

technical establishments

of all

This situation san be considered as a wealth and we can affirm in all probability
that an adequate offer of training responds to each category of need. The extreme
diversity of the institutions and sections leads in fact to affirmation that, from the
geographical point of view as well as from the aspect of specializations the structure of education (technical) responds on the whole to most of the present needs.
It should further be pointed out that the State devotes enonnous sums of money to
education; the effort is impressive; the budget for national education reached
more than Bfr 72 billion in L972.

It must be underlined that the great maiority of technical schools belong to subsidized education, which has often been h a position to fill tho ga1n, with its
advantage

of greater flexibility.

It can be said that, in as much as the 'general principles for putting a common
policy of vocational training into practice' are formulated in a very general way,
Belgium tries to observe them. The main difficulty remains in the field of the
forecast of needs (third principle) and in that of relations between the forms of
vocational training and the economic sectors.
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FRANCE

t,

-

Legal bases and responslbllltfer

1. School education

Although education in France is a public service, the State does not have a monopoly. Next to the educational establishmen'ts created by the public powers exist
private and free establishments created and maintained by private individuals,
associations, professional organizations, indtrstriat federations, etc.

The management of the public education establishments and the control of free
by a centralized administration under the authority of
the Ministry of National Education, the organization representing professional,
regional or local interests have only a very limited action in regard to the educa-

education being exercised
tional establishments.

for the whole of
in public education also

Educational programmes and methods are fixed uniformly

France' and the training and recruitment

of

teachers

follow identical conditions over the whole country.

It

should be underlined that the State

in

France

is

grades and diplomas; therefore these are not (except

responsible for the issue of
for the engineering schools)

mere school tests, but pubtic examinations for which all pupils are allowed to
enter, whether they have studied in a public or private establishment or by their
own uleans.
Under the statute

of 6 lanuary

1959, education became by stages compulsory from

6 to 16 years.

Finally, a feature must be pointed out which does not seem to exist as such in the
other Member States: the observation cycle common to all children ol 11 to 13
years. Its aim is to give children a permanont and progressive orientation towards
the education best suited for their aptitutes.
This cycle is organized as follows:

-

during the first term of the first year: consolidation of elementary knowledge,
advice to families at the end of term with a view to a choice between classical

-

or modern education;
at the end of the second year of the observation cycle: advice given to families
for the orientation of their children towards four possible solutions;
the CET (technical education college) and the preparation of a CAP (professional aptitude certificate), provided that the child is at least 14 years old;

-

t E*"p, * far as higher
oricntation and autonomy

education

of

is

conccrned:

1969,
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its

autonomy was confimred

by the taw of

entry into a pre-professional class of appropriate level;
entry into a preparatory class for apprenticeship (provided the child is at least
15 years old);
continuation of general studies in a CES (secondary school).

-

2. Vocational training

In France, vocational training is provided mainly in school establishments. Chambers of trade are responsible for training in artisanal firms. They control the
contents of apprenticeship contracts and keep watch over the apprenticeship by
means

of inspectors.

In industry, training has more and more been put in the charge of establishments
outside the firm. These schools are financed by the apprenticeship tax and by
subsidies by the

ll,

firms; they have an official character.

Educallon and vocataonal trainlng ln school

-

1. Pre-school education

This is provided by nursery schools and is available for all children from 3

to 6

years.

2. Compulsory school education (trom 6 to 18 years)

(a) Primary educatlon
By this we understand the elementary cycle which, concerning all children from 6
11 years, will give them, whatever the school establishment, the same primary
elements of training.

to

of 16 July 1971 (see later in
this report) derogations to the prolongation of school age were granted for the last
time at the beginning of the school year in l97l to pupils of at least 15 years old.
Whilst awaiting an effective application of the laws

O) Advanced education

establishmenfu fueneral education and professional education)

- Secondary education

First cycle
This education concerns all children of 11 to 12years to 15 to 16 years.
The first cycle fulfils the following requirements:

(1)

it is a course providing oorlmon

subjects arrC options (classical, modern, prac-

tical);

(2) it is a cours€ aiming at the democratization of education;
(3) a new type of establishment is being created which groups in the same place
and leads in the same direction the old 'lyc6e' and the classes of the end of
primary school;
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(4) the horizontal structure both from the organizational and the administration
point of view is abrogated in favour of a general and single direction;
(5) the polyvalent structure of the basic education establishments facilitates orientation and the acquiring of solid general knowledge;
(6) the cycle is not 'professionalized', however the children receive technological
initiation and perform educational manual work.
Second cycle

This includes three years of study (second and first 'lycde', terminal).

At the end of this cycle the pupils must
access

pass the school leaving certificate

to

gain

to higher education;

of school leaving certificate for general education exist, namely:
philosophy, letters;

Several types

-

type A:
type B: economic and social;
type C: mathematics and physical sciences;
type,D: mathematics and natural sciences;
type E: mathematics and technical subjects.

The second cycle also includes a preparation for the technician's school leaving
oertificate and the diploma for professional studies (2 years).

(c) Higher education
This form of education, which is autonomous, is provided both by the universities
and by the'high schools'.

lll.

-

Vocatlonal trainlng

This is above all provided by vocational schools.
The following texts define the prospects for vocational training.

A. Ordinance of 6 January 1959 which affirmed the principle
of compulsory schooling to the age of L6 years.

of the prolongation

This enabled a new form of schooling to be created, associating the school with
the firm, namely: the vocational education section.
This seetion includes education provided in school (12 hours per week) and practical trainiqg given in the firm (2S hours per week), It will be replaced progressively
by preprofessional classes of high level and preparatory classes for apprenticeship.

B. Decree of 6 January

1959

reforming public education.

Education courses lasting two years (in principle from 15 to 17 years according to
orientation) will lead to graduated training. This will be devoted to education of a
concrete character raising technical training to a level corresponding to a group of
trades and no longer to a determinded specialization.
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The sanction of these studies will be the diploma of professional studies,

The certificate of professional aptitude (CAP) will be maintained, but will become
the sanction of a qualification or more precisely of a specialization with a view to
determined job situations, by means of apprenticeship or professional courses.

This decree must be amended a&in to respond to the provisions of the law of
16

July

1971.

Education courses lasting two years constitute the second short cycle.

The aptitute certificate (CAP) is maintained. It is either prepared in a CET in
three years from the end of the 5th class for children aged L4 and over, or by
means of a contract of apprenticeship of two years from the age of 16 years. It
prepares

for a skilled labourer's or employee's iob,

The certificate of professional education sanctions a professional training given in
one year in a CET. It guarantees a specialization with a view to determined job
situations.

C. I-aw of 3 December 1966 of orientation and programming of vocational training.

of this law proclaims that vocational training constitutes a national
obligation; it aims at favouring the access of young people and adults to the
different levels of culture and professional qualification and ensuring economic
Article 1

and social progress.

D. In May

1968,

in the framework of the Grenelle

agreements,

it

was agreed to

'study the means of ensuring with the help of the State, the normal and

advanoed

vocational training'.

E. Law of 30 December 1968 on vocational training continues in the framework
of continuous education.

This law mainly organizes trainiqg leaves to which henceforth all wage earners
will have a right, from industry, trade, agriculture and craftsmen (a special system
is established for employees of the State and local authorities).

F. On luly 1970 a collective agreement of an inter-professional character was
signed (national inter-professional agreement), which marked an important stage
in the contractual policy. This agreement provided for:
the individual right of access to training. Any wage earner can, for example,
- ask for and obtain training leave of one year every 12 years;

-

the principle of the payment of stagiaires;

trade union control, which is en'sured by the m,eans of a national joint Committee, of joint employment Commissions, of 'vocational training' Commissions in firms, and of Councils for the improvement of educational establishments.

G. Law

of 16 luly

abrogates the laws

1971 organizing continuous vocational training. This law
1956 and of 3l December 1968, whose provi-

of 3 December
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sions it retains whilst supplernenting them, by integrating certain of the elements
of the inter-professional agreement of 9 July 1970.

The implementing provisions of these laws were adopted in December 1971 and
April 1972. They provide for the imposition from 1973 on, of a semi-fiscal levy
on undertakings (0.8 Vo of the total wages and salaries paid, gradually increasing
to 2 Vo) which on one hand is clearly effective-it is in the interests of undertakings to spend all the money-on the other hand such levies are a relatively
heavy burden for French undertakings with a large work-force.
'Technological education' enters into the general structure
tions and changes of orientation being possible.
'Technological education' leads eithsr to the level

of education, permuta-

of the school leaving certificate

and the technical diploma, or to preparation for the industrial and information
sectors,

or to preparation of the economic and social sectors.

Finally agricultural education must be mentioned.

It

also appeared appropriate to reproduce the organigram

of the instances of

coordinated policy of vocational training and social improvement.

The laws of 16 July 1971 have created a real system of continuous training; they
have also enabled a considerable reorganization of the whole training apparatus to
begin, a thorough reorientation of its aims and a notable growth in its means.
The law of orientation on technological and professional education tries to create
the psychological and institutional conditions for true promotion of this education:
improvement in the training of teachers, equivalence of technical diplomas with
the diplomas of general education; educational credit institutions enabling studies
to be taken up again after a period in professional life, whilst benefiting from a
salary.

lV.

-

Developmenls and aime

Since 1966 France has had institutions and instrumenG which enable

it to promote

coordinated and concerted policy, fulfilling national aims for vocational and
continuous training. In this framework the continuous training of adults is considered to havE an economic and social function as important as the initial training

a

of young people.

in the development of the

VIth Plan
secondary and higher
education; arrangement of the end of compulsory schooling to favour access to
vocational training for young people who do not yet benefit from it; the preoccupation with turning to account the creation of new universities for achieving better
coordination between higher education and the professional functions found at
this level.
Noteworthy

are: the maintenance of diversified

educational system during the

channels

of training in

For the first time in the history of French planning, the training of men and
women for carrying out an activity and the maintenance or increasing of their
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level

of

competence have been considered as

a variable development,

possessing

special characteristics and effects.

It appears in particular that initial or continuous vocational training must ensure a
triple function:
in the medium and long term, it contributes directly to the realization of econ- omic progress; it will for example be the essential partner for industria,lization
during the VIth Plan;
over the rnedium or long period, it is also, by the qualifications it creates, the
- new competences it gives, one of the most indispensable instruments of social
advancement.

-

in the short term, it permits intervention in the employment situation, in quite
new conditions, to solve the problem of lack of qualification of the unemployed, whose economic cons€quences ar€ manifest.
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ITALY

f.

Legal bases and responslbllllfes

-

1. School education

Freedom of education is exercised in ltaly. On the legal level State institutes,
legally recognized schools and private schools exist in this state. So-called 'compulsory'-primary and secondary--education, which goes from 6 to 14 years, is
principally the charge of th,e public authorities.
School leaving examinations must be organized

in conformity with the

legislative

provisions, the diplomas consequently have a legal value.

A

State examination is compulsory for admission
for carrying out certain professions.

to certain public employments

and

Education, whether it be public or private, is provided
distinguished by level and by category.

The level concerns the succession
the orientation of the studies.

by schools which can be

of studies in time, whilst the category

concerns

2. Vocational training in the tim
Vocational training is based on the following elements: 'the school', 'the extraschool provisions' and 'apprenticeship'. The vocational schools come under the
Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Labour being responsible for the other
measures of vocational training. Apprenticeship takes place in the firm.

ll.

-

Education and vocational lraining in school

1. General education
(a) Primary level (from 3 to lrl years)

It

includes the preparatory nursery schools (from

3 to 6 years) and the primary

schools (elementary).

No differentiation in educatio,n occurs at this level where the aim is basic training
by spreading basic knowledge (reading, writing and mathematics).
(b) Secondary level (from 11 to 19 years)
This includes:

-

Ist

degree: (11 to 14 years): this stage includes tlc.e intermediate schools which
constitute the basis of all higher secondary schools-(technical or classical);

-?,9

-

I-atin which is taught there constitutes the common humanist basis of 'clas-

-

sical' higher secondary school education;
Znd degree: (from 14 to 19 years): this stage includes classical, scientific and
technical education and also teacher training.

In this connection we distinguish:
the classical grammar schools which represent the traditional humanist inspired
- schoo'l of intermediate education. The years of study culminate in the examination of classical maturity which gives access to various university faculties;
the scientific grammar schools which respond to a certain tendency to modern- ize the study of humanities. These studies also culminate in an examination of
scientific maturity which gives access to all the university faculties;
the normal school is the institution which prepares the teachers of primary
- level. At the end of these studies (18 years) the diploma of aptitude for teaching is issued;

-

the normal school

for the teaching ol

methods applicable

in the

preparatory

schools.

A reform of studies fo,resees nevertheless radicat changes: compulsory schooling
up to 16 years; unification of higher institutes into a single girammar school car-

ryrng the various options (technical, scientific, classical, professional).

2. Vocational education
The system of vocational education in ltaly includes four basic soctors: apprenticeship, training activity organized by the Ministry of l-abour, the professional institutes, other initiatives (courses organized by other ministerial departments, by
various public institutions, such as provincial associations for technical education,
the chamber of trade, and courses orgpnized by public and private organizations.

In general there are
technical training.
Itl.

-

two types of training: qualified vocational training

and

Vocatlonal tralnlng

1. Qualitied vocational training (from 14 to 17 years)

(a) the vocational schools (agricultural, industrial, artisanal, commercial, etc.)
which prepare the pupils for exercising a trade. Those with diplomas from
these schools may ac.ceed to the technical education institutions by passing the
entrance examination;

(b) schools of art education;
(c) domestic science schools;

for vocational training which Enable young people (generally from 15 to 17 years) who have completed their compulsory education and
are looking for their first iob, to obtain free of charge, a more qualified

(d) 'diurnal' courses

vocational preparation.
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2. Technical training (from

14

to

1g years)

This takes place in one of the following types of school:

-

institutions
surveyors,

of technical education (agriculturat, industrial, commercial, for
for seamen); these schools prepare for jobs as works' foremen,

industrial experts, agricultural work, accounting, surveying merchant navy
officer trainees, etc;

--

technical institutions for women;

institutes

for

'business experts'

('periti aziendali') for foreign language

cor-

respondents;

art academies destined to train young people for the accomplishment of original
work in the field of applied arts;
specialized schools of technology whoee @urses last two years (after 5 years
education at a technical institute).

These schools, which were created by ministerial decree in 1968, number 7 at
presenf Schqol of mechanical and electromechanical technology (Genoa); School
of mechanical technology (Milan and Naples); School of chemical technology
(Milan); School for technology of electronic application (Rome); School for steel
and metal technology

(ferni); School for mechanical technology and industrialized

and prefabricated construction

Since 1970' young people who have obtained the technical qualifications required
in the institutions mentioned above can be admitted to the university faculties.
Some comments are nece.ssary on the subject
training.

of the four

basic sectors

of

vocational

(a) Apprenticeship

This is a theoretical and practical type of training, acquired by courses and by
work in a firm. fn terms of numbers apprenticeship takes a leading place among
the various types of vocational training.

According to the statistics provided by the Ministry of Labour, tn 1970 there were
more than 700 000 apprentices occupied in artisanal and other firms.

of 19 January 1955 points out that the length of the apprenticeship in
no case can be morrd. than 5 years. Additional teaching of apprentices is provided
in courses financed by the Ministry of Labour and the hours devoted to this teaching are considered, to all intents and purposes, as working hours. At the end of
this period of apprenticeship, the apprentices must undergo tests of skill in exercisI-aw No 25

ing a trade.

(b) Training activity oreanized by the Minisilry of Labour

Law No 264 of. 29 April, and Law No 25 of 19 January 1955, state that the
Ministry of Labour must promote vocational training courses for young people
r The law of 11 December

1969, No 910 provides particularly for the liberalization of access to
university for diploma holders of tbe Institut€s of sccond degree secondary instruction af a
duration of 5 years, as nell as for thosc who have obtained the professional school-leaving
ccrtificate 'profcssional maturity', aB set out undcr the law No 754 of 1969.
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who have no jobs or for those who have no specific training and additional education courses for apprentices.

It

must be underlined that all the norms which at present rule the sector

of extra-

school vocational training aim at:
training cours€s for workers who wish

-

-

to acquire a professional qualification;
readaptation co,urses for workers who want to have a qualification other thau
that already acquired, and retraining courses;
courses for qualification of a high profesional level;
deferred c\ourse,s or advancEd technical cmuses.

the school year 1970'71, for 279 940
and agriculture; 4013 other courses
trade
artisanat,
pupils from industry and
weie organized for unemployed, the disabled, the socially maladjusted, etc.
These courses numbered 15 284 during

(c) Professional institutes
These institutes represent an interesting experiment, bearing in mind_ the_ fact that
the training which is provided there, under control of the Ministry of Education is
of a higlr quality.

must be particularly stressed in this respect that the law of 27 October 1969,
No 754 ('Eiperimentation in the professional institutes') establishes the organization of special courses designed to accentuate the cultural content of the study
progr"--es of the first two years, and the post diploma courseg providing the

It

practical training at the level of second degree secondary school. The law stipulates that the entry irlto working life must take place _at
the latest three months after termination for the work contract to recogniz-e the
diploma delivered by the professional institutes. Besides, the law prescribes, in an
experimental mannei, the creation, from the school year 1969-70 and up to the
reform of secondary education of the second degree, of the following courses in

vo*g with a cultural and

these professional institutes:

-

50 special courses aimed at strengtheniqg the cultural composition of the study
programmes of the first two years of the institutes;
350 one, two or three year courses, orga.nized after the obtainirg of the professionaf qualificatiott dip,lomu, in order to provide young peoplg with cultural
and practical training at the level of second degSee secondary school'

At the end of these courses, the participants pass a State examination to obtain a
certificate of professional aptitude. This certificate is equivalent to the diploma
issued by the technical institutes of the same orientation and gives access to the
medium level of the public service or to university studies (cf. note below page 23).

The new ministerial programmes concerning these institutes prescribe the regfouping of the bas,ic qualifications for industry and, artisanat by families of trades
accord"ing to the concept of 'polyvalency'; this polyvalency is not only envisaged

as the potential capacity of qualified young people to operate in the framework of
trades in the sa6e family, but also as the means of adapting quicHy to new sit'uations, either due to structural changes or to changes of functions.

The professional institutes correspond to the various sectors
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of economic

activity.

The institutes existing at present are:
agricultural institutes;
- industry and craft institutes;

-

sea trades' institutes;

commercial institutes;

hotel institutes;
domestic science institutes.

In the framework of this training,

each institute includes one or several professional schools which constitute technical didactic units with a view to the preparation of homogeneous related groups of activities (thus, the professional institute
for industry can include a vocational school for the mechanical industry, a school
for the electrical industry etc...
Each professional school can, in turn, be subdivided into sections corresponding to
determined professional prof iles.

The professional schools which are situated in another place than the corresponding institute, are called 'coordinated schools' ('scuole coordinate').
The duration of studies in the professional institutes varies in accordance with the
nature of the training and according to the section: two years for the sections of
the agricultural institutes, three years for the main training provided in all the other
institutes, four years for the sections of the industrial institutes which prepare for
the profession of dental mechanic.
The choice of educational subjects and their distribution in the framework of the

l. The training of the first period-one year{observation and orientation)

is

centred on the following two principles:
evaluation and dovelopment of the capacity of expression and of logic;
- apprenticeship in practical knowledge, in languages and in technical drawing.

-

2. During the second year, acquisition of polyvalent practical knowledge which is
at the basis of all the trades of the same family, this acquisition going together
3.

with the theoretical study of technical disciplines.
In the third year, the pupil specializes on a practical level with a view to a
determined trade.

It

should also be mentioned that exercises of technical conversation in a foreign
will henceforth appear on the programme of the first two years. They
are destined not only to facilitate a possible opening in the fram:work of the
common market, but also to promote th,e knowl:dge and consultation of foreign
technical magazines, which will also serve for continuous advanced technical
language

learning.

(d) Other initiatives

It

should particularly be stated that the Institute

for

professional training and

apprenticeship of the IRI (Institute for industrial reconstruction), runs six centres
situated in Trieste, Milan, Genoa, Terni, Naples and Taranto; these centres organ-
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ize, without profit, training activities for workers, technicians, medium-grade foremen; they also carry out continuous training of teachers.

I lanuary responsibility for 8 training centres run by the Cassa del Mezzngiorno was transferred to the various regions; also in 1970 there were 50 schools
run by private enterprise (Fiat, Olivetti, Pirelli, etc.).
On

lV.

Developments and aime

-

If we want to try to present succinctly the broad lines of vocational training policy
in Italy, we cannot fail to point out that this policy is going through a rather
tormented period of development. All the political and social milieux know how
of vocational training practised in this country, but one is
always faced with a constitutional organization which no longer corresponds, at
least not sufficiently, to the demands of a rapidly developing system.
inadequate is the policy

The action of the State in this domain was formerly inspired by principles linked
more to the idea of intervention by giving support than that of functional intervention in the economic and social development of the country.
Given this situation, all those who are concerned with these problems, at whatever
it might be, are aware of the necessity of closely linking this policy to the
activity concerned with the planning of economic development.

level

The delegation to the regions of legislative power on vocational education, has
been decided on by a decree of 15 January 1972, in application of the constitutional norms. Experts from the Ministry of Labour have recently drawn up a
draft model law which should define the competence of the regions on the subject.

As from

I April

1972, ttre regions have been competent

for administrative

duties

concerning:

(a) vocational training courses provided for under the law of 29 April 1949, No
264:'

O)

courses of vocational readaptation

in the firm;

(c) vocational training of craftsmen;
(d) vocational training of apprentices, by mears of supplementary education coming under the law of 19 January 1955, No 25;
(e) vocational orientation and readaptation of the disabled;
(f) activities of professional training and qualifications carried out up to the
present time by the central or local bodies of the State.

The transfer of the powers of the State to the regions includes: the technical and
administrative control of the activities of traininrg; the granting of aid and financing for the same activities; the payment of financial aid to the craft and vocational training institutes; the construction and runniug of training centres, etc.
The following, however, are reserved for the State: the control of the application
of the social legislation; the regrrlation of apprenticeship; the granting of vocational qualifications in the case of recruitment; international relations (conventions, European Social Fund, vocational training of Italian workers abroad, tech-
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nical assistance, etc.); the training activities carried out by the Ministry of Defence
and the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

It finally seems relevant to mention certain orientations which are to be found
within CNEL' and, more exactly, in the draft report No 108 (page 48): considering that: ,
compulsory schooling

-

will certainly be prolonged, shortly, to the age of

16

years;

vocational training will probably be transferred to the regions;
technical training should stay in the framework of secondary education since
the universtty, it seems, is absolutely not in a position to add to the tasks
which it fulfils at present (already with so much difficulty) that of training

-

technicians;

it

goes without saying that, in the framework of secondary education, a process of
simplification should be set in motion which would consist in regrouping the present disciplines into homogeneous entities, founded on a single basic course with a
general cultural orientation (the term 'cultural' being understood, as has already
been said,

in the widest possible

sense).

in the framework of such a conception, it must be made possible for
by the regions, to be
able to regain their places in school education in order not to perpetuate the
condition of inferiority' of the 'vocational training' sector, vts-d-vis the other
However,

persons following the vocational training courses organized

sectors

of secondary education.

The specific functional rapprochement betwenn vocational and technical training
would be particularly useful if one considers the experience gained in this respect
other countries and particularly in those which form part of the common

in

market, like Italy.

I

Consiglio nazionale dell'economia e del lavoro (National Council
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of the Economy and Labour).

GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG

l.

-

Legal baseE and responslbllltles

1. School education
Education in Luxembourg is the responsibility of the Minister of Education It is
mainly organized by the State, with the assistance of local authorities in the case
of junior grades and the cooperation of the appropriate chambers of, trade, commetrce, industry etc. in the case of vocational training. Private schools have a
small role. Pupils frorn such schools must sit public examinations to obtain official certificates.

Under the law of 5 August 1963 on the organization of primary schools compulsory education lasts 9 years beginning at the age of six. This law has been
supplemented by a law of 10 May 1968 on secondary education, the law of 16
August 1965 on intermediate education and a large number of other laws dealing
with technical and vocational training, including:
the law of 1896 on the establishment of a school for tradesmen;
- the law of I December 1953 on the establishment of vocational training cen-

-

tres;

-

education;

-

tions;

-

the law of 12 November
cultural training.

the law

of 3 August

1958 on the establishment

of an institute for

technical

the law of 23 November 1966 on preparatory training for paramedical occupa-

l97l on the establishment of an institute for

agri-

A number of draft laws on the reform of the education system are in preparation
or are already being discussed in parliament. They relate mainly to intermediate
education and vocational training.

2. Vocational training (on the iob)

The Minister for Education has also been responsible for on-the-job vocational
trainiqg for a considerable length of time. llowever the bodies who actually give
the training are the chambers of trade, commerce or industry responsible for the
undertaking or young trainee. Training is in part given with the cooperation of

the Careers Advisory Office (Berufsberatungsamt).

Training on the job may not commence before the age
compulsory education has been completed).

of

15 (after 9 years of

Vocational training on the job is legally governed by:
the law of 5 January 1929, on the training of apprentices amended
- decree issued by the Grand Duchess on 8 October 1945;
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by

the

the law of

ll.

2 luly

1935 laying down how the qualification

of

master-tradesman
be

and the accompanyir:,g certificate (Meistertitels and Meisterbriefes) are to
obtained;
numerous implementing provisions.

-

Educatlon and yocalional trainlng ln school

1. Pre-school sector (1 to 6 yeans)

From the age of 4 children can attend kindergartens run by local authorities or
In addition there are kindergartens for mentally and physically

private bodies.

handicapped children.

2. Compulsory school education (6 to

15 years)

Primary school

(a) Elemenlary school
During the first 6 years all children attend the basic stage
which are run on a bi-lingual basis (German and French).

of the primary

schools

(b) Supplementary courses
Those children who have completed their first six school years successfully can,
without any further interim examination, attend a supplernentary course (2nd

for 3 more years during which they improve the knowledge which they have
attained in stage 1 and also develop the abilities which determine their choice of
career. Thus practical training is given rn addition to general theoretical tuition.
stage)

At the end of their 9th school year children receive the school leaving

certificate

(Schulab gangszeu gnis).

On successful completion of their 6th school year pupils may however sit an
entranc€ examination for secondary education or intermediate and technical vocational education. After successful completion of any one year of the supplementary course able pupils can transfer to intermediate and vocational schools.
3. Schoo/s for lurther general education

(a) Grammar school (form 12 to 19 years)
According to the relevant law this stage of education mainly provides an intensive
general education and prepares pupils for higher education. It is divided into two
stages:

1. a lower stage lastinrg 3 years an introductory class (lst year) and 2nd and 3rd
year;

2.

a higher stage lasting 4 years (4th year, 5th year, lower 6th and upper 6th).

In the introductory class all children follow the same curriculum. From 2nd year
on, children must choose either the latin classical stream or where English is taught
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as a modern foreign language. At the end of the 3rd year an examination is held
to decide whether the pupil can prooeed to the next stage.

There are four alternatives in both the classical and the modern grammar schools:

-

Languages;

Mathematics;
Science;

Economics.

The certificate which pupils obtain if they pass this examination entitles them to
attend the College of Educatio,n, university courses. If successful in his first year
of study (Law of 7 July 1954, preparatory year) at university courses (I-aw of
18 June 1969) in the three following faculties:
Faculty of Law and Economics;
- Faculty of Arts and associated disciplines;
- Faculty of Science;

-

the student may enrol in a fo,reign university of his choice for his second year of

study.

4. Schoo/s which prepare lor working lite

(a) Intemedinte schools
Intermediate schools on one hand and technical or vocational schools on the
other come under the category. Even now one finds that in many places both
types of teaching are given in one institution. Since both mainly prepare students
for occupations either in business or administration.

Under a draft law introducing a pattern which is already being experiruented with
in practice, intermediate education consists of a lower cycle of 3 years (12 to 15
years old) based on general tuition and a higher cycle of 2 years divided into:

-

an administrative-commercial stream;
a biological-social stream;
a technical and industrial stream.

Pupils receive certificates at the end of both first and second cycles. The end of
the first cycle coincides with the end of compulsory education. The administrativeco,mmercial section aims at providing the econorny with senior qualified office
staff. The purpose of the technical and industrial section is to supply technically
trained staff, where appropriate after additional further training in Luxembourg or
abroad, to industry and small craft undertakings.

O) Yocadonal and technical

schools

Vocational and technical education is divided into full time and part-time education. Tho lower cycle in vocational school centres lasts 3 years. In the first year
the same subjects are taught as in the first class of secondary and intermediate
schools. The main subjects taught in the 2nd class (eight school year) of vocational schools are basically the sarne as thooe taught in interrrediate schools but,
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depending on the field chosen, there are various additional op'tional subjects which
aim at easing the choice of career. After this 8th class students can in principle

opt for axy career.

In the third year (ninth

school year) pupils can choose one

13 classes which preBzue them

of the-at pres€nt-

for a career.

An advanced general basic vocational tuition, orientated to the relevant specific
interests, is given fo'r a number of careers in a fourth (10th school year) and,
where necessary, a

fifth (1lth

school year) class.

Pupils who choose on-the-job craft or industrial vocational training can sign a
training contract after their third vocational school year (9th school year). During
their training they attend additional courses in vocational schoo,l centres where
they receive technical theoretical tuition and also some general theoretical tuition
(business management

and law) Certificat d'Aptitudes Professionnelles

(CAP)

stream. Apprentices in a number of careers, who have chosen a more practically
orientated training, are trained in school workshops. (Certificat de Capacit6 pratique (CCP) stream.)
Exceptions to this main structure are:

(a) the craft-technical school with a four year course (12 to 16 years old). Some
careers require an additio,nal 2 full school years at the end of which a success-

ful pupil becomes a qualified technician;
(b) School of hotel management (Hotelfachschule) which provides a four year
training in all branches of the hotel industry, after the first two years of
vocational education;

(c) training-course for paramedical and social careers which consists of (a) 3
preparatory years and an aptitude test after the first 2 years of vocational

education (7th and 8th class) or (b) 5 years of general education (grammar
school or intermediate schoot) followed by a 2-year in-service training period
in the case of paramedical careers. (Additional tuition is provided during this
in-service training and successful pupils receive an official State certificate);
(d) the art section of the school for arts and crafts for which three years education
at a s€condary, intermediate or vocational school is a pre-requisite. The course
consists of a two year theoretical and practical basic training in all arts and
crafts careers, followed by a final examination. Pupils who successfully complete a third year of specialized training receive a certificate qualifying them
to continue their studies at foreign Art colleges;
(e) the school for trade and industrial management which provides a two year
training course (12th and 13th class) for clerical workers in the middle career-

bracket and confers an education qualification permitting pupils to attend
certain universities. To be eligible to attend this school students must, in
principle, have obtained the final year intermediate school certificate or must

have five years secondary education;
engineering: to attend this school a pupil must have also had five
years general or vocational education. The course lasts 4 years and successful
students become Ingenieurtechniciens (qualified engineers) who are eligible to

(f) the school of

attend certain universities.
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The most recent structure of vocational education is increasingly adapting to the
requirements of business life. One of the factors is that the representatives of the
chambers of trade, i,ndustry and commerce are playirlg an active part in preparing
the curricula, in inspecting the educational institutes. They also participate in
decisions

in

cases where

difficulty arises over promotion,

On the other hand, represe'ntatives of educational establishments may sit on
examining boards for apprentices' final examinations, preparatory courses and
final examinations for the qualification of master tradesman (Meisterpriifung).
to a higher class in school depends on examinations at the end of the
year, results during the school year also being taken into account. School results
Progress

are also considered for the apprentices final examination.

lll.

-

Vocatlonal lralnlng (On lhe lob)

Apprenticeship

As has already been mentioned vocational education can start from the age of 15
in the form of an apprenticeship in a firm with accompanying or supplementary
courses at vocational school. This apprenticeship requires the prior conclusion of
an apprenticeship contract.

The apprenticeship contract is that by which an industrial or craft worker, a commercial worker or any other legal or physical person recognized as qualified to
this effeot by a vocational management chamber, is obliged to teach or to have
taught the practical side of an occupation to another person.
Apprenticeship is governed by the law-decree of 8 October 1945 and is carried out
under the control of the competent vocational chambers respectively for rnanagement and the apprentice. These chambers also have as a task to establish draft
programmes in the framework of which the manager will snsure the education and
training of the apprentice. In agreement with the Office of Professional Orientation, the chambers will fix for the various industrial, commercial and trade
branches the occupations subject to apprenticeship, the compulsory duration of
this as well as draft contracts of apprenticeship. The two competent charnbers
will also determine the maximum number of apprentices that the firms have the
right to train in relation to the number of workmen or skilled workers, and they
will propose the amounts of the apprenticeship allowances to be set by ministerial
decree,

According to the sectois and the occupations, the duration of apprenticeship
varies between two and three-and-a-half years. For apprentices in trade having
successfully attended the last full year of technical and vocational school, the
duration of the apprenticeship is reduced to half ayear.
The control of apprenticeship is made by the competent chambers to management
and apprentice respectively. Thus, the apprentices are obliged to hold apprenticeship cards and to attend control tests when called upon to do so.

At the

end

of his

apprenticeship, the apprenrtice must take an end

ship examination.
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of apprentice-

dual system of apprenticestrip is planned as an experiment for several trades.
This system is intended to raise the level of vocationally-orientated school training, by allowing more' practically gifted pupils to take an examination which

A

In one case stress is placed on general and vocationally
orientated theory (CAP stream) and in the other more attention is paid to on-thejob training linked with practical instruction in schools (CCP stream). This results
in a longer training friod.
stresses practical aptitudes.

lV.

-

Developments and alms

The reforms currently taking place in the field of vocational training will have a
certain coordinating effect on training schools, which previously was very heterogeneous. Furthermore they improve cooperation between schools and undertakings
in those careers for which a dual training system is retained. Simultaneously the
following aims in training are being pursued:
(a) Improved vocational mobility:

(1) by wide basic vocational training in the lower cycles of vocational and intermediate schoolsi

(2) wide vocational training in technical careers; shorier training time in the case
of a change over to similar careers;
(b) increased equality of opportunity in respect ol admission to training by:
(1) methodical gmgraphical distribution of training institutes;
(2) the introduction of specific courses and appropriate certificates geared to
individual capabilities;

(3) the introduction

of free training the gradual general introduction of free
for training, free tran"spo'rt to and from

supplies and equipment nec€ssary
school;

(a) the development

of introductory

laneuage difficulties

classes fo'r foreigners and allowance for

in no,rmal instruction.

(c) increased possibility of transfer within the systems of education and vocational
training
adutrts to transfer more easily from
to another or from one vocational training system to anothe,r;

This is intended to allow young people and
one field

(d) development of crash adult and lurther training courses
A centrE has been set up recently for crash adult training courses for foreign
worke,rs. It is atso used for further training in trades in the building industry.
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NETHERLATTIDS

l.

-

t.

Legal bares and responslbllllles

School education

Some countries have resolved the problem of basic education by extending the
period of general education. However in the Netherlands a number of schools has
emerged which are geared to the pupils aptitudes and interests. These schools also
meet the requirements of a broad general education.

Education in the Netherlands is governed by two important Acts: the 1920 Primary Education act (wet op lager onderwiis) (now being revised), which covers
nu$ery and elementary education and the Secondary and Further Education Act
(wet op het voortgezet onderwijs (WVO)) also known as the Mammoth Act which
came into force o,n 1 August 1968.

In the Netherlands there is both a State systern and a private system. The latter
is often denominational @C and Protestant). The sector is clearly predominant in
the field of technical education.
The syllabus is determined by the Ministry of Education. Schools are inspected
by the Ministry, so certificates issued by private schools have the same value as
those issued by State schools.

Normally compulsory education begins as soon as the child reaches the age of six
and ends:

-

either after 9 years full-time education and
alternatively after I years full-time education;

2

years part-time education, or

after tetr years full-time education and one years part-time education;

or when the pupil reaches the age of. 17 and has completed his current

course.

2. Apprenticeship
The Departmenrt for Education a,nd Science is responsible

It

for training in

schools.

is responsible for preparing the appropriate draft laws-and at a liater stagefor implementing them. At the moment the Department is assisted by an 'Education Council' (onderwijsraad).

The Apprenticeship Act (Wet op het leerlingswezen) goven$ the training of
apprentices. ft came into force on I August 1968 at the same time as the new
Secondary and Further Education Act. It lays down the division of responsibilities
between national and regional authorities. Regional authorities are responsible for
social and pedagogical matters and the national authorities for technical matters
in connection with occupations or groups of occupations.
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ll.

-

Educalion and vocatlonal tralnlng ln school

1. Pre-school sector (4 to 6 years)

Children attend nursery schools from the age of 4 to the age of 6, Although
attenCance is not compulsory 80 to 90 Vo of. children attend nursery school classes
for t or 2 years. Pre-school education is almost totally State-financed though
parents must make a contribution towards the cost of this education according to
their income.

2. Compulsory education

A.

Elementary education

Elementary education begins after nursery school education and provides basic
knowledge for the children from the age of 6 to the age of 12. It is completely
State financed. Parents do not have to pay anything to the State though admittedly
private schools often make a charge for special facilities.

B. Secondary education
Secondary education takes the
vocational training (See III).

form of (1) general secondary education or

(2)

(c) Lower general secondary educatioqr (Lager algemeen voortgezet onderwiis
(r-AVo))

This type of education is given after elementary education in the first two years
of lower vocational training (see relevant passage). In a few cases there are
separate lower general secondary schools which link up with the higher classes of
lower vocational training.

(b) Intermediate general secondary educatio'n (Middelbaar algemeen voortgezet
onderwijs (MAVO)) (3 to 4 Years).
(c) Higher general secondary education (Hogere algemeen voortgezet onderwijs)
(I{AVO)) (5 years)
Hieher general secondary education (HAVO) is provided for pupils from the age
of. 12 to the age of 17. It closely resembles corresponding classes in grammar
schools (see (d) below). White at the relevant schools, pupils can choose the
subjects which they wish to take for their final examinations. Their choice decides
what type of intermediate and higher vocational school they will evantually qualify
for.
(d) Grammar school education (Voorbereidend wetenschappelijk onderwijs
(VWO)) (12 to 18 Yea.rs)
The followrng types of school exist:

-

The Atheneum (formerly Hogere Burgerschool) which corresponds to the

so-

called 'modern' grammar schoots in other countries. The pupil can choose to
spend the last 2 years of the 6-year course in either Stream A (modern

languages and economics)

or stream B (maths/science);
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-

the 'Gymnasium' which is broadly equivalent to the 'classical' grammar
school in other countries. Here the pupil spends the last two years of the six
year oourse in Stream A (Latin, Greek, one modern language and social
,science subjects) or in Stream B (I-atin or Greek, one modern language and
science/mathematics).

Comment

The Secondary education Act contains provisions for a new type of school structure, the comprehensive school (scholengemeenschap). This amalgamation of
various post-primary schools has developed rapidly since 1968. At present there

are many comprehensive schools compoaed of MAVO + LAVO * Atheneum and
Gymnasium; for MAVO + HAVO; for LAVO + I,IAVO and HAVO. The
advantage of having these various types of school within one organization is that
it makes it easier for pupils to transfer from one type of. school to another.

lll.

-

Vocatlonal tralnlng

There are various types of institutions for vocational training:

(a)

-'
-

technical colleges,

of domestic science and home economy,
Agricultural colleges,
colleges

Small business' oolleges (Middenstand onderwijs),
Colleges of economics alrd administration,
Colleges of Education,

Social science colleges,
Col,leges

of art.

In the case of most of these types the secondary a:rd further Education Act
(de Wet op Voortgezet Onderwijs) requires a d,istinction to be made between basic
intermediate and advanced vocatio'nal training. The criterion chosen is the previous minimum training necessary to allow the student to follow the course successfully. Completed primary ,education is a prerequisite for basic vocational training,
completed intermediate secondary education (MAVO) (or basic vocational training)
(D)

is

required for intermediate vocational training, completed higber education
(HAVO) (or completed higher secondary education (HAVO) (or completed intermediatE vocational training) is necessary for advanced vocational training.

The maximum length

of

basic, internrediate and advanced vocational training

courses is four years.

(c) Technical colleges are colleges which prepare pupils for technical occupations.
These include: junior technical colleges, intermediate technical colleges and senior
technical colleges.
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(d) Lower technical colleges (12 to 15 years)
These colleges provide preparatory training for future occupations. The first and
second years are regarded both as an extension of elementary education (t AVO)
and a preparation for vocational training.

In the third year tuition is given depending on the type
following fields:
building industry,

of college, in one of the

- catering techniques,
- the motor trade,
- electrical trades,
- printing trades,
- installation techniques,
- mechanics.
In their fourth year pupils

receive more advanced training which takes into
account the occupation they have chosen. This advanced training is governed by
the Apprenticeship Act of I August 1968 (Wet op het leerliqgswezen). In 1969
70694 ipprenticei toot advantage of the possibility for further industrial training
provided by the Act.
(e) The intermediate technical colleges (15 to 18 years)
Trainee technicians follow a four-year course here, including one practical year.
After supplementary on-the-job training they take up staff and supervisory jobs in
undertakings, drawing offices etc.

ff) Higher technical colleges
The level of tuition given in these establishments is somewhere between that given
in intermediate technical colleges and in university-level colleges of technology or
polytechnics. Courses last four years i.e. two years at the college, one practical
y"u. on the job and a final exami'nation year at the college'

Students who pass the final examinations of these colleges are awarded the title of
,
ingenieur ,. Students are trained to carry out senio,r technical functions in undertakilngs in the fields of production, construction, work planning and research.
ge,neral practical training in domestic
fu) The domestic science colleges provide a
and also in health work and
country)
(town
and
management
home
and
science
other occupations. This category includ,es elementary domestic science colleges,
agricultural domestic science .oll"g"t, and MNO elementary and intermediate
domestic colleges for girls.

(ft) The agricultural colleges provide training for occupations in the agricultural
typos of soil cultivation' agricultural activities and
low"r, intermediate and higher Agricultural
uri
There
technoiogy.
agricultural

,."tor, thai is to say the various
Colleges.

(i) The . small business' colleges (Middenstandonderwiis) train students for selfemployed occupations in the crafts, commerce and services sector' There are
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lower and intermediate small business colleges. The majorrty
and intermediate retail trade colleges.

of these are lower

In addition to providing full-time education (1970, approximately 11 000 students)
small business colleges provide part-time courses for large numbers of 18 to 30year olds. (Approximately 45 000 students.) These courses are held on 1 day or
2 to 3 evenings per week and last I to 2 years.
(i) Colleges of economics and administration provide training for occupations in
business and administration. Commercial schools are included in this gtroup.
There are lower, intermediate and higher colleges of economics and administration.
(/c) Colleges of education: these include institutions which provide training for
nursery school teachers, primary teachers and secondary teachers respectively.
Nowadays (in the Netherlands) they are often called 'Pedagogische Academies'
and provide interurediate nursery schml or higher training.

Secondary teacher training colleges provide courses for teachers of domestic
science and home economics and also for intermediate school teachers where this
is not provided by universities

The social science colleges train staff for occupations in the field of youth work,
social work, social institutions in industry and administration, health work, sport
and other occupations in the social sector. Intermediate and higher colleges exist
in this sector.

The colleges of art provide training in the various fields of art and crafts. Up to
1968 there were no legal regulations governing most of these colleges. Intermediate and advanced training is given on the basis of entry qualifications and the
type of training.

Finally there are---on one or two days per week-general education courses for
those young people who have started work but under Dutch law are
to attend school on a part-time basis.

lV.

-

still

required

Developmentg and alms

The Secondary and Further Education Act (Wet op voortgezet onderwiis) of
1 August 1968 has provided new opportunities for subsidized vocational training.
Dutch legislators had five basic aims:

(a) During post-primary education general basic knowledge should be expanded,
and broadened. Courses should be geared to ihe aptitudes and interests of
pupils, e.g. by the introduction of optional subjects. At the same time the
pupils'probable choice of career must be taken into account.
(D) After elementary education, each pupil should have the opportunity

of obtaining a general secondary education and vocational training, both of which

should as far as possible be geared to his aptitudes and capabilities.

(c)

A

period

of

general secondary education should precede vocational training.
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(d) The point at which vocational training predominates in secondary education
should depend on the pupils' ability. In ge,neral the more gifted the pupils the
later the transition should be.

(e) The structure

of

secondary education should allow horizontal and vertical

transfers.

Dutch legislators feel that the vocational training system should not train for
specific occupation or group of occupations, in the sense that the holder of
certificate

is already fully

qualified, i.e. can do the relevant

iob in

a
a

practice.

Vocational training aims at grving a general preparation which is indeed orientated
towards a career (or group of careers). However it merely lays a foundation for
later training and specialization which can be developed by and during working
life.
Colleges of education, which include trainiqg colleges for vocational teachers, have
a special legal position. Day colleges have been established where students obtain
practical pedagogical and educational training. Howevern most of this training is
still done in evening classes.

A

new Apprenticeship

Act (Wet op het

leerlingswezen) came

into force at

the

same time as the Secondary and Further Education Act.

Under this Act apprentices are to receive, according to their apprenticeship contract, a practical on the job training for a specific career and a general school
education geared to their career. This apprenticeship agreement does not cover
workers attending the general education courses referred to at the end of the
section on vocational training.

Medium term trends in the Netherlands

(1) Continuing development

of

general post-primary education

of

varying kinds

depending on students capabilities and interest.

(2) The introduction

of 3 to

4-year integrated general post-primary education

(intermediate) school for all young people.

(3) Choice of course of study or vocational training at age 16 or older instead of

at

12, as was formerly the case.

(4) Opportunity for under eighteen year olds already wo,rking in an uruCertaking to
attend courses in educational and training institutes on one or more days per
week and a consequent decrease in the amount of work which can be done by
this age group.

(5) Promotion of the development of participation education.
(6) Integration of advanced vocational training and scientific education.
(7) Integration of pre-school and elementary education.
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SUMMARY

The differences between the systems of education and vocational training in the
Member States are so great that it is extremely difficult to make a comparative
study of the systems in a summary. Furthermore various efforts have been made
in the Community in recent years to reform national general education and vocational training and these efforts are still in progres.

To all

appearances these reforms have obviously not brought about any fundamental improvement, for rea$ons connected in some cases with the special situation
in each country. Despite the efforts which Governments were willing to make to
offset the drawbacks of what are sometimes complex s'tructures it certainly cannot
be said that education systems have been adapted to the continuous changes
which are taking place with increasing rapidity in society.

In view of the proc€ss of Community integration it would be wrong
studying educational matters from a purely national viewpoint.
For instance the following measures would contribute
the matter:

to go on

to a concerted approach to

the founding of a European University;

-

the very urgently needed implementation
recognition of diplomas, certificates etc.;

of a programme providing for mutual

and comparative study of the vocational trainiqg systems.

-

National objectives and trends must be gradually altered so as to take into account
present conditions in the Community, e.g. freedom

of movement.

The necessity for this is all the more obvious since the 'responsible autho,rities'
are not doing enough in the field of mutual information. Only a thorough knowledge of the systems of education and the tendencies which they have to develop
along sometimes diverging-if not totally opposing lines-will fully bring home the
necessity for a medium-term educational and vocational training policy. With the
help of such a pohcy the problems of life in a society which is largely dominated
by economic requirements can be overcome in a humanitarian and social manner.
l.

-

Legal bases and respongibllltlee

School and university education is largely State-controlled in all Member States.
The State generally reserves the right to award diplomas and certificates and to
confer degrees.

The State is usually responsible for organizing vocational training progranrmes,

while in all Member States local authorities, public bodies and representatives of
professional bodies and trade union organizations are involved in the administra-
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tion and implementation of these programmes. In many States, Church and family
representatives are also involved.

ll.

Education and yocallonal training In school

-

1. Pre-school education

All

Member States have nursery schools

for children under the age of 6

(age at

which compulsory education begins). In general children may attend them from
the age of.3 (ZVz in Belgium), Attendance is not compulsory.

Note should be taken of the special initiatives taken in Luxembourg (nursery
schools for physically or mentally handicapped children) and in the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany (where remsdial classes exist for children who are
but are still not sufficiently mentally mature to attend normal classes.

of school age

2. School education

(a) Compulsory education
The length of compulsory education varies from 8 years in Italy and Belgium,
in Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands to 10 years in France.

9

years

The present situation

in Italy

start work before the age

poses

of

a

serio,us problem since young people may not
12 month gap

15, with the result that there is

a

between the time they leave school and the time they begin work.

Moreover

in the Federal Republic of Germany part-time education is compulsory
age of 18 everybody must during the

to the age of 18. That is to say, up to the
period

of

part-time education attend either part-time school courses (vocational

school) or a full-time school.

(b) Primarv education
Children attend primary schools, the first stage
Member States, from the age of 6.

of

compulsory education

in

all

The length of primary education varies: 4 years in the Federal Republic of Germany (6 years in Hamburg, Bremen and Berlin), 5 years in France and ltaly, 6
years in Belgium and the Netherlands, and 9 years in Luxembourg (in fact the last
three years in Luxembourg are only supplementary classes-second cycle-after
which pupils receive a school leaving certificate.
(c) Secondary education

The differences in systems of education are most obvious in the secondary

stage.

Italy, Belgium and France have two parallel systems. It is possible to transfer
from one to the other at the end of the first cycle: furthermore an orientation
system exists in France which allows transfer from one stream to another throughout the entire period of secondary education.
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There are even greater differences in the Federal Republic of Gerrrany since
secondary education is divided up between a Hauptschule, i.e. schools for lower
general secondary education comparable to those in Luxembourg and the NetherLnds; a Realschule, i.e. a second cycle of short education (cornparable to 3 or 4
years of MAVO) at the end of which successful pupils receive a secondary school
tertificate; a Gymnasium which as in France and Italy prepares pupils for general
and specialized final examinations leading to university (or similar higher education entrance qualifications) and full-time and part-time vocational schools.
The educational systems in the Netherlands and Luxembourg closely resemble the
German system. In the Netherlands there are two secondary education streams
both lasting six years: the modern 'atheneum' and the classical 'gymnasium'. In
Luxembourg the first year is an orientation class, the second is divided into two
streams (classical and modern). At the en'd of the third year an examination is
held. Successful pupils may proceed to a fo,urth year in which four options are
offered (languages, mathematics, science, economics).

(d) Special selools

The number of special schools or special classes for physically
handicapped children is continuously increasing in all Member States.

or

mentally

(e) Comprehensive schools

At the moment 'comprehensive' schools

(Gesamtschule) are being developed in

the Netherlands and the Federal Republic
educational establishment

in which first and

of

Germany. They consist

of

one

second cycle secondary schools and

grammar schools are combined.

In Belgium a reform of education has been experimented with recently (secondary
education is subdivided into three 2 year cycles-observation, orientation and
choice).

In addition certain types of vocational training are given on an experimental basis
in comprehensive schools in Germany and France.
In this context a very constructive Community initiative should be mentioned, i.e.
the European School. It was established at the same time as the High Authority of

the ECSC and has been in operation in various European cities for 20 years.

Children

of officials of the European Communities

attend this school.

prehensive and provides multilingual education, a factor which makes

It

for

is comintegra-

tion.
3. Vocational training

A study of the situation in the original Member States reveals that the amount of
full time vocational training in schools is steadily increasiqg and in the structure

of the education system is gaining ground in comparison with general instruction
On-the-job vocational training is all the time being further developed in areas
where it plays an important role.

The Federal Republic of Germany and Italy are the countries in which the least
amount of full-time training in the industrial and technical sector is given in
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schools. In these countries on-the-job training is more highly developed than in
the other Member States. Belgium is a special case-there is less on-the-job training, and vocational training is mainly given in vocational schools.
Due to increasingly rapid technological development and the growing number of
ne\M occupations for which there is no traditional training such as apprenticeship,
new types of vocational training must be introduced; it is generally recoguized
that it is essential to provide a broader basic training.

This need is also felt in countries where on-the-iob training is still the most common form of vocational training and efforts are being made in undertakings to fill
the gaps in general education which are associated with this type of training.
4. Technical colleges

In France technical education is given at the same level as general education. At
any level pupils may start working life when they have been awarded a diploma,
or they may transfer to general education. This is also the case in Belgium,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands,

There are also some schools in the Federal Republic of Germany which pupils
can attend as an alternative to compulsory vocational schools. They provide
highly specialized education and are open to pupils who have passed the final
examination in a Realschule or have similar qualifications.
Vocational schools with similar aims were recently introduced in Italy.

In Italy a distinction is made between qualified vocational training which is given
in vocational schools and recently introduced technolo8lcal training.
5. Access to higher education

Up to a few years ago prospective students had to pass a general technical schoolleaving certificate examination to qualify for university entrance in the Member
States. However this is no longer the case in many States, where young peoplu
and adults can obtain equivalent certificates which allow them to attend certain

types of university level institutions where they can take final examinations in the
appropriate field. In Italy for example all certificates awarded by recognized
vocational and technical colleges automatically qualify the holders for university
level education in the appropriate field.

lll.

-

Vocational lraining

In the Member States of the Community, vocational training
subject of different regulations.

in the firm is the

In the Federal Republic of Germany, vocational training is mainly provided in

the

of the dualist system (training in the firm and at school); however,
apprenticeship in the firm predominates. The dualist system is also practised in
Belgium, where training in the firm is however less important; general education

framework
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is only given there one hour per week. In Luxembourg, as in Germany, apprenticeship is carried out above all within the firm.

In the Netherlands, the apprentice receives, on the basis of a contract apprenticeship, a practical training for a given occupation and a general training geared to
that occupation.
school, whilst the part of the
of short duration.
New regulations on further training are however implemented in undgrtaftings or

In

France, the vocational training

is mainly in

apprenticeship which is carried out at the work place is generally

by committees outside undertakings.

It is above all in Italy that the training of apprentices is numerically very importanrt, but from the point of view of quality this training does not in general correspond to the present needs, above all because the number of hours devoted to
education is very limited and because training within the firm also only bears a
reliative importance, the apprentice in general doing a normal job and therefore
not benefiting from a training in the true sense of the term.
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coNGLUstoNs

In the

countries

of the Community, education and vocational training is

founded

on different conditions of social, economic and technological development, which
leads to a divergent structure. It is evident that in practice increasing imporrance
is being attached thro'ughout the entire education system to equality of educational
opportunity, i.e. the implementation of tle guarantee of equal educational olryortuni-

for everyone, bearing in mind that people have different talents. This is due
to the growing tendency to integrate or to achieve better coordination between
general education and vocational training and to incorporate them in State-run
ties

education systems. This tendency is the stronger the higher the qualification arising from the education. Whilst different countries have already largely integrated
the systems of general education or considerably strenglhened their efforts at
integration, the level of vocational education is not yet fixed in a comparable

manner everywhere. Nevertheless, agireement is unanimous
ples set out hereunder and to aim to realize them:

-

-

to defend the princi-

development and strengthening of the theoretical content of education by limiting the production work still often demanded of young people and carried out
by them, in as much as this work does not contribute to advancing the training;
sxamlnation of training which is currently purely theoretical with a view to
supplementing it by practical periods;
development of the bases of qualification in order to arrive at the flexibility
anid mobility necessary for the labour force;
training of a pedagoglc, methodical and concentrated nature, to enable the
student to acquire during the same period of training or even during a shorter
period more practical skill more qualifications, more extensive knowledge and
thus achievs a more satisfying higher technical, theoretical and practical level;
making compulsory a preparation for working life for all young people during
the last years of compulsory schooling, particularly in the frarnework of the
prolongation of compulsory schooling; in order to guarantee that young
people do not begin working life without vocational preparation;
optimal encouragement of the talents and interests by the introduction of the
recessary concepts and measures in the framework of the whole education
system, so as to permit 'permanent education' which has become essential.

It b in the development of technical

education that efforts to organize vocational
education as an integral part of the State education system are the most marked,
The orientation of public education is about the same in all the countries. Technical education, whose existence is founded on the social, economic and technical
needs of society, shows precisely ttre necessity to arrive at systems of training
integrating general and vocational education destined for young people and adults.
These systems of education, in their compactn€ss, must give every human being the
possibility of enjoying his rights to equality of opportunity by fully exploiting his
capacities and tastes.
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Finally, the level of vocational training can be considered and appreciated only in
the framework of general education.
demands formulated in the Community concerning free movement of labour,
recognition of diplomas, etc. will be intractable as long as the harmonization of
educational content and objectiyes has not become a reality. This is one of the
essential conditions of social, economic and political harmoniz.alion''.

'The

achieve the results demanded in these domains, basic centralized
research must be undertaken without delay. The present methods of working and
the results achieved thanks to them have often not resulted in any harmonization;
their application has been on an isolated basis and consequently irrational; it has
thus lacked efficacity in the sense of the demands formulated and has not borne

To finally

fruit.
Session of the Ministers of Education of 16 November 1971' the
for scientilic cooperation was confirmed by the proposal aimed at the
creation of a European Education Centre. We must demand ard promote in a
similar way the institute for training and professional orientation, the need for
which has been underlined and outlined in this study. In this regard a common

At the first
necessity

organization or at least coordinated research work must be guaranteed.

It should no longer happen in the Community that social progress should more or
less be a simple product of the accidents of economic policy. They must be given
the basis, the importance and the impact suit€d to them, through a harmonized
education policy, including, of cowse vocational training and further training.
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EUROPEAN INSTITUTE FOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND GUIDANCE

On 26 July 1971, at its l62nd session, the Council approved:

a programme of activities at Community

-

'general orientations for drawing up
level concerning vocational training';

-

as well as an appendix concerning 'the corrclusions of the Council on vocational training of adults as one of the means towards an active employment
policy'.

The tasks which arise from it for the Community neaessitate again supporting the
proposal issued by the Economic and Social Commiltee of 4 February 1970, with
a view to the creation of a European Institute for Scientific Studies and Vocational Training. Only a central institution of this sort will be able to assemble the
basic scientific material necessary to enable the consultative instances and the
authorities to draw the necessary conclusions and take decisions with a view to the
practical harmonization of education and training systems for young people and
adults.

Although the Europaan Institute could oertainly no't carry out independent
research, its main task in the initial stages would be to coordinate research projects
of various national and international institutions for education and vocational
training and to ensure that the results of such projects were disseminated throughout the Community. Initially the Institute would also have the task of allocating
essential research projects to existing scientific institutes. Close cooperation with
international centres which already exist such as the International Labour Organization's 'Centre for Further Vocational and Technical Training' in Turin, should

be given particular consideration. Furthermore a time schedule and financing
plan should be prepared for the developrnent of the European Institute, using
experience gained by the national institutions. The plan should be submitted to
the Commission.

The European Institute should have at its dispooal a committee in which relevant
economic and social partners would be represented. This body would be concerned
with demands which education and vocational training of young people must
satisfy.

The activities of the Institute are set out in the following proposal.

l.

Proposats aimed

- Guidance t
and

at the creation of a 'European Institute for Vocational Tralnlng

Research on vocational training still being at the present day largely at the
inventory stage, the European Institute must also have as its principal provisional
task, the establishrnent of such an inventory, especially since, in this domain, the
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national institutions have until now done insufficient work. The tasks thus fixed
should respect the following general aims:
1. Exchange of the results of research (in this regard particular importatrce must
be placed on the suppression of the present linguistic barriers, which could be
achieved by the publication of brief reports on the important works published
in different countries).
2. Uniformization of terminology.
3. Uniformization of statistics on vocational training.
4. Oryanization of a European information system.
5. Global and detailed comparison of the systems of vocational training of the
European countries, since experience has shown that in the national institutions
international comparison only plays a marginal role.

in gaps in research
national institutes.

6. Filling

by allocation of appropriate research proiects to

II.

The primary implication of this list is that the European Institute must stress
the organization of research without renouncing basic research itself. Its primordial activity (the coordination of research) will take place according to its own

fundamental criteria (see above).

lll. - Coordlnatlon of research on yocallonal
vocatlonal guldance

tralnlng, vocallonal development and

7. Comparative analysis of the relations existing between economic growth

and

of employment (at global and sectoral level).
8. Comparative research into economic situations with a special study

the

the development

of

national employment markets.
9. Comparative analysis of technical development and its consequerrces on the
employment market (European).
10. Research on the contents of professions, on their relationship and on the
changes which they will undergo in the perspective of the process of European
integration.

11. Research on the structure and efficacity of vocational guidance in the different
countries,

lv.

-

coordlnation of research ln the perspective of a ploneerlng adiffetentiab research

A. Comparison
12. Analysis

applied

and analyses

of recent methods and procedures of vocational training which are
in the various countries or vocational ,guidance bodies, taking into

account the various teaching means.

13. Comparative analysis of the budget of the vocational schools for the purchasing of teaching material (the resources of these schools should be considerably
increased if one wants to reduce the gap which separates the industrial training centres from general education).
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of the differerrces in the aims assigned and in the carrying out of
reforms in the various countries-comparison between countries.
15. Analysis of national research in national vocational training, as an element of
national practice of vocational training.
14. Analysis

16. Examination of the conditions of the introduction into the vocational training
systems of other European countries, particularly innovatory national social
reforms (analyses, synopsis, aims and proposals).
17. Comparison of the respective costs of vocational training inside and outside
the firm (approaches to an acquittable division of the costs and examination
of the semi-fiscal levies already imposed in some countries to see if further
harmonization is called for, with particular attention to the relative competitiveness

of undertakings in various countries).

18. Analysis of the differences existing in the training of senior teachers (training
of personnel necessary in view of the lack of teachers and improvement of
the trainirlg of instructors-there is a lack of socio-political orientation going
beyond the framework of technical speciality).
19. Analysis of vocational courses by correspondence in each country.
20. Control of the conditions of training of vocational advisers and fixing of the
basic conditions which the candidates for a job in the employment senrices
and the vocational guidance services must satisfy; drawing up of basic principles and models with a view to renewing the training of vocational advisers.
21. Comparative analysis of the influence of school systems and of the content of
education on the choice of career (here is a lack of research work on the
'proc€ss of choosing a career'.
22. Control of 'equality of opportunity' for foreign children in the field of
intensive courses, preparatory classes, etc. to create the conditions necessary
for choosing a care€r (o,n approximately equal bases).
B. Models

23. Scientific study of the measures which, from tle European point of view, are
of considerable importance in the fields of vocational guidance, vocational
training, advanced training, re-education and readaptation, as well as training
and advanced training of teachers and instructors.

V.

-

Coordlnation of research with a view

lo lhe harmonlzation ol

systems

24. Dweloprnent of a strategy with a view to the adaptation of the national
systems of vocational training to each other:
(a) analysis and synopsis of the cycles of vocational training; (rnethod-contentstructure-organizati on)

(b) analysis and synopsis

of the

'system

of

selection' (final examinations,

selection, prospects);

(c) elaboration of proposals and mod'els with a view to the harmonization and
puniuance of the development of structures and the content of vocational
guidance and of training;
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(d) elaboration of bases and models serving for the creation of a 'system of
integrated training' at European level (integration of 'general 'and
' vocational' training);
(e) definition of common programmes and objectives for Europe, in vocational
training: coordination of the curriculum.

VI. A detailed programme of research and a time schedule and financing plan for
the years ahead should be drawn up when taking stock in the first few years.
Specific research themes must be develolrcd in common and taking into account
the European objectives and problems arising from the inventory. These themes
must be defined in close collaboration with the national bodies and institutes.

VII. As general research on vocational training is still at the stage of elaboration
and development, a flexible internal organization must therefore also be allowed
for. The themes

-

could be distributed as follows:

res€arch on European structures,
research on curricula,
research on training,
research on vocational guidance,
research on adult training,
research on teaching methods,
research on the employment market and professions.

The real research work must be realized in groups dealing with determined projects and composed of collaborators from different sectors according to the project
concerned. In this way it will be possible to achieve a meeting of the different
project groups bearing in mind the elements common to several disciplines, and
this is in a true spirit of cooperation.
The aim of each prolect should not necessarily be to publish the result of its work.
It can, for example, also have as an aim the rational distribution of work, the
development of models and experiences, or assistance on the scientific level.

In

addition, or prior to the project work, working conferences must be organized
with the participation of scientists and people with practical experience in the

different countries.

At all

stages

an examination must also be made of the documentation already in

existexce in the various member countries, including in it the work of the ILO and
the OECD and o'ther international organizations, and close collaboration must be
ensured with the nationat bodies and institutions.

It would be desirable to publish regularly a reference work destined to inform
about the supra-regional possibilities of education. At the same time public opinion
could be informed of the financial possibilities available for development, of the
new teaching experiments and of new laws.
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coNcLUsroNs

The reform of education and of vocational training is a long term task, constantly
challenging the profession. The European Institute will be able to present, due to
its coordination of research, abundant and valuable facts on a number of sectors
of vocational training.

If it is possibtre to sreate in the near future a European Institute for training and
vocational guidance, a market of clear and obiective information will be available;
a phenomenon of 'Europeanization' will be set off thanks to the poasibility of
developing a reciprocal adaptation strategy of the national vocational training
systems; finally, the differences between vocational training in the firm and
vocational education will be eliminated.
The systematic and thorough research on vocational trainiug, such as must be
undertaken by the European Institute, is an instrument of continuous reform of
vocational training. To this is added the strong impulse which the Institute can
give to the modernization of European training policy, due to the drawing up of
models and programmes and the exchange of the results of research.
The Economic and Social Committee unanimously adopted this Study and the
Annex thereto, on 13 December 1973, under Article 45 of the Rules of Procedure.
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The systems of education
and vocational training
in the new member countries
of the European Community

UNITED KINGDOM (England and Wates)

l.

-

Legal bases and compelences

1. School education

In

England and Wales, the central authority

for

education is the Department of

Education and Science.

The basis of the English education lies within the 'Btrtler' Act of 1944 which led
to sweepiqg educational reforms and a. re-examination of the denominational
problem.

It is the duty of the Secretary of State for Education and Science (or Minister of
Education until 1964) to promobe the education and the progressive development
of its institutions. Thus, the responsibility of the Departments lies with the determination and application of major policies at the primary, secondary and advanced
educational levels. The Departments, furthermore, set minimum standards of
educational provisions yet have no competence in directing schools nor employing
teachers.

The Education Act of. 7944 charges the Secretary of State with the duty 'to secure
the effective execution, by local authorities under his control ,... ' thus, he has, on
paper almost absolute powers. Yet, on the whole, prime responsibility lies with the
locally-elected Councils of Cities, Counties and County Boroughs. This close
cooperation with local authorities (163) is practical politics.

Curriculum matters are handled generally by the school governors and
teachers

head

of each institution.

The influence of oentral govemment is exercised through cmtrol of costs-as with
the school-building programme or teacher-training placement, and disbursement of
government funds on the basis of detailed estimates.
The Secretary of State for Education and Science makes his views known through
documents called Circulars and Administration Memoranda. Most are nonmandatory, He is further bound by law to appoint two advisory badies-the
Central Advisory Councils, one for England and one for Wales. Experienced
persons in education serve on these Councils and report at intervals on maior
issues referred

to them by the Secretary of State for Education and Science. Other

more specialized bodies exist dealing with the Training and Supply

of

Teachers,

Education for Industry and Commerce.

As for the Department's supervisory role in maintaining standards and coordinating
the national provisions of examinations, it delegates the former task to a central
inspectorate, Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools, and the latter to the School
Council. There are 550 Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools, organized on both a
regional and a subject basis with resporr,sibilities extending over most of the edu-
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cational system. They are required to inspec! ass€ss, and report on all schools;
furthermore, they give advice to educational staff, and form a link between the
Department

of

Education and Science and the local autho,rities and the School

Council.

The School Councils for curriculum and examinations keeps under review cur-

ricula, teaching methods, and examinations in primary and secondary schools and
is a force for variety and professionalism in education. It represents all major
education interests and upholds the principle that each school should have the
fullest measure of responsibility.
2. Vocational and technical education and training

Vocational training and technical education axe in England and Wales part of
further education, not secondary education, and have led to a complex pattern of
full and part-time education, co'ordinated with training in industry. Even the
'Secondary Technical Schools 'as part of the school system are far from being
'Trade Schools'. There is however the local YEO-Youth Employment Officer
and the 'Youth Employment Service', an organized system of vocational guidance
for pupils in the secondary schools.
Today, the vast majority of technical education takes place in colleges of f'urther
education, technical colleges or polytechnics. Each has its own governing body
which includes representatives from local industry and commerce as well as college advisory committees.

At the regional level,

there exists the Regional Advisory Councils for Further
Education. There are ten for England, one for Wales and one for Scotland which
operate in an advisory capacity in regard to suitability of courses and their location.

of examinations and qualifications) is planned
from industry and education as well as with employer

Each particular course (its method

by a group of

specialists

and trade union representatives.

Out of this coordinating effort has grown the National Certificate and Diploma
system where National loint Committees recognize individual colleges and their
specifically-prepared scheme. On the National Joint Committees serve representatives from professional institutions, industry and the education service.
But, considerable changes are now being introduced as under the National Certificates system, too many sqparate and specifi,c courses were started. A broader
and more basic approach in cours€s is needed. It is thus intended that technical
and commercial ed,ucatiom shall be administered and coordinated by two 'nationally-recognized' bodies-the Business Education Council and the Technician
Education Council.
Inrlushial haining

Under the Industrial Training Act of 1954, it is the duty of lndustrial Training
Boards to make recornmendations not only about the standard, content, and length
of training for occupations in their industries, but also about further advanced
education in those sectors.

--u-.

They are not empowered to provide financial help or determine content of courses
or set teaching standards, but are required to state which courses they feel to be
most appropriate for the trainees in their industry. They may propose revisions
but it is up to the appropriate education interest to take the action.
Overall, they insure that adequate training is provided at all levels of employment
in the specific industrial branches. Today, ttrere are 27 boards in existence. Each
board is able to make recommendations, can impose levies on all employers to
meet the cost of training and can give grants to firms with satisfactory training.
Training in many industries can thus be improved but a large number of skills,

such as clerical functions or those of management, are ignored as they are not
peculiar to a specific industry but apply rather generally. ln 1,972, HM Government in a document on vocational training recognized the need for central guidance and assistances in the area of training but places the main responsibility with
commercial and industrial firms. The government has proposed that an overall
National Training Agency be set up which will operate with its own budget and
will coordinate the operations of the training boards, as well as initiate new
prograrnmes,

ll.

-

Education and vocational training in school

Education is compulsory between the ages of 5 and 16 with some form
dary education from the ags of about 11 years.

of

secon-

1. The primary school system (c,ompulsory school education)

It

-

of three stages:
Pre-school education
Infant education
Junior school

consists

(a) Pre*chool education (from 2 to 5 years)
Pre-school education is given in the independent 'nursery schools ' which accept
children from the age of two, or in nursery classes which are attached to Primary
schools, where the admission age is three.

All nursery schools and classes are coeducational and a
class may not exoeed 30. Presently, there are about 500 such schools yet this is

Attendance is voluntary.

hardly enough. Demand outstrips the supply. According to the Education Act of
1944, a nursery c/ass is legally part of the primary school to which it is attached.
There are no formal lessons as the children occupy themselves in indoor and out.
door play.

O) Infant education (from 5 to 7 years)
The infant stage is a distinctive part of the British primary education and serves as
a transition period. The infant stage ends between the ages of 7 and 8. Life and
teaching are similar to that in a nursery school, but the discipline becomes more
systematized and the content more formal. Reading, writing, and simple arithmetic
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are taught when the child is ready.

In many

cases, one finds the infant school

attached to the iunior school.

(c) Junior school (iunior stage from 7 or7 1/2 years to 11 years)

of this stage refer to it as one in which the child begins to
master the skills of reading and writing and arithmetic. Presently some junior
schools experiment with additional modern math courses as well as French language lessons. Modern trends emphasize oral work and enlisting the initiative of
the pupil in terms of 'activitY'.
Cl,assical descriptions

Usually at the age of 11, pupils pass to the different secondary schools.
2. The secondary general schoo/s

Within the secondary general schools, one finds three directio'ns-the technical, the
classical and the modern. As of 1969, there were over 3 million pupils in the
secondary schools, some of which practice coeducation. All secondary schools
provide Lducation at least to the age of 16; others provide complete secondary
education to the age of 18. The past system of testing in order to transfer the
pupils to the different types of secondary schools has been undergoing reforms.

authorities are prepared to review the placing of pupils if at any time during
the secondary school stage, they appear to be wrongly placed. This insures sorne
flexibility. Yet, since curricula are not standardized, such a transfer is not easy for
the pupil in question. The selection examination for secondary education is and
has been known as the 'eleven plus' system. Its purpose has been, in the past' to
select pupils for the different types of secondary schools-this meant that the
brightCt went to grammar school, in a few areas, the next brightest went to central
or technical schools, and the rest were dismissed to the secondary modern schools.
The examination system 'eleven plus' came under heavy criticism as it produced

All

great paychological strain for the children and had forced the junior schools toward
often uncreative formal teaching----often dividirB the children into abilify-groups.
This contrasted with the diversity and freedom found in the show-piece of British

education-the infant school.

Mmt authorities are now modifying the selection

procedures and sorne have

abandoned them altogether.

(a) Seconrlary modern schools
The secondary modern schools, a direct result of the Butler Act of 1944, represent
the biggest group among seco,ndary schools and provide a general education with a
practical basis. They stress handicrafts, domestic sciencg and other practical
activities and their cgrricula may be influenced by local circumstances, including
the background of the pupils. A clear tendency by 1960 was in the direction of
creating 'special' ssulsss-1hus adding a semi-vocational base. There is a great
range in method of instruction as sorne are influenced by the grarnmar schools and
concentrate on written work. Others are involved in cooperative prduction of
projects.
extended coutres, the academic course leading to the GCE or
-General Among
Certificate of Education is one of the most spectacular as the numbers
are rising. This is remarkable for a group of schools intended for the non-academic
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pupil. Secondary modern schools also provide for external examinations
lower level, such as CSE---Certificate of Secondary Education.

at

a

(b) secondary technical schools (before 1945, junior technical schools)

The curriculum is generally speaking similar

to a grammar school, but more
science, maths, technical and practical subjects. Latin and
Greek are usually not part of the course-work. The distinguishing feature is in the
reasonably able pupils who make their best response when the curriculum is
strongly coloured by vocational interests. Presently, there are abo,ut 220 secondary technical schools many of which have chosen linls to a particular industry or
occupation or with the technical colleges.
emphasis

is given to

In some subjects, the curriculum

of a

has moved from the area

of a trade school to that

grammar school-there is no classical language but at least one modern
foreign language. Mathematics and science are strong but not usually more so
than in the grammar school.
Workshop practice figures prominently as instruction is of a practical appeal.

Secondary technical school pupils enter for the GCE either on the ordinary
O-level or the more advanced A-level. Some pupils pass on to the university, but
the links with the technical colleges are far greater.

As the secondary technical schools seem to be decreasing" the critics argue that
there is no longer a need for them, as the grammar school is equipp:d far better to
handle advanced education. Often, the secondary technical school is referred to as
'second best' unable to share the grammar school prestige. Tendencies show that
it may become a type of grammar school with scientific and technical bias or be
absorbed in the comprehensive or multilateral school system.
(c) Grammar schools (the 'classical' direction)
The grammar school is attended by approximately 25 lo of the English students
and is to provide a general course lasting about seven years in which the treatment
of languages, mathematics and science follows a logical development, leading to a
subsequent intensive course in 'sixth form' (12th and l3th years of schooling).
All grammar schools prepare their pupils to take external examinations for the
General Certificatc of Education (GCE). The examination can be taken at two
levels-O-ordinary level and A-advanced level. They are 'subjsct' examinations,
i.e. passes are given for individual subjects.

The examinations are conducted by eight boards; seven connected
ties and the eighth associated with a technical background.

with

universi-

The GCE is used as a qualification for entry to a prof:ssional career or a course
of higher training. Each profession creates its own rules and requirements regarding the GCE since the examination is according to 'subject'.

(d) Special foms of secondary education
Bilateral schools
These provide any two

of the three main

elem:nts (i.e. technical, modern, gram-

mar). The number of the bilateral schools is still small, yet the many
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secondary

modern schools where students prepare for the GCE could be possibly considered

bilateral as well.
Comprehensive schools
There has been continuing development of comprehensive schools, which cater for
all the children in an aref withouf the need for selection, in many parts of England

and Wale. The number of strch schools is growing: in L972 abogf' 42 % of
pupils in public-maintained secondary schools were in comprehensive schools.
There are various ways in which comprehensive education is being developed,
depending on local circumstances, and more than one form of organization may
be- adopted in the area for which a local authority is responsible. The most
favoured type of o,rganization is a pattern of co'mprehensive schools with an age
range of 1l to 18 years. A substantial number of au,thorities, however, have

introduced a system of middle schools which straddle the primary/secondary age
range and others are developing comprehensive schools with an age range of 11 to
16 years, combined with sixth form colleges for pupils over 16.

Nearly 7 To of. secondary pupils attend non-maintained schools, nearly three-fifths

of thlm direct grant schools

those known as

and the rernainder independent schools including

'public schools'.

There are also boarding-schools and the various evening secondary general schools
leading to higher education.
3. Higher education
universities in Britain are financ.ed on and operate on a national basis, so that
students from any part of Britain may-if suitably qualified-seek admission to
any of the 34 universities in England and Wales and the 8 in Sootland.

All

English universities have full control over admission and operate according to
successful passage in a range of O-level and A-level examinations. The number of

sfudent places available is mostly 'fixed'. Mature (usually aver 25 years) candidates
can be considered without GCE stipulations.

There are the 'traditional' universities, dati\g back to the middle ages: Oxford
and Cambridge, each of which is organized into colleges and faculties. Within the
colleges, the students live. A speciality of these colleges is the tutorial system in
which each professor s€rves as tutor for a small student circle. The student attends
his elected faculty of the university in order to proceed with his lecture courses
and seminars. There is also Durham (about 3 000 students) also based on colleges
and Newcastle (about 6 000 students) which was a part of the University of
Durharn until 1963 when it became a separate university.
There are the other universities as Birmingham or Manchester which were founded
through private initiative in the 19th century. The system here resembles the
French universities, although most students live privately in town.

The third type, the modern university, is an initiative of the central government
due to the growing number of students. The differentiation is found within an
all-encompassing ' university campus '.
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Advanced bafui4g

The term 'further education' may be used in a general sense to cover all postschool education. More commonly it excludes universities and colleges of education. Further education in this sense still covers a field of great diversity and
courses are offered in vocational and academic subjects from craft to professional
Ievel and from GCE Olevel to first and higher degrees: also included is provision
for cultural and leisure activities. The wide range of institutions include technical
colleges, colleges of commerce, colleges of art, agricultural colleges and evening
institutes-and the new polytechnics, which have been formed in recent years as
the main centres of higher education within the further education system. Study
may be full-time, sandwich (with periods of study in colleges alternating with
periods of practical training in industry), part-time during the day (e.g. one day a
week or full-time for short periods) or in the evening only.
Thus the further education establishments form a very flexible system which permits anyone to acquire whatever standard of qualifications his capabilities and
available time allow. There are no age limits, and basic qualifications can be
acquired en route to more advanced courses.

Most further education establishments are provided and administered by local
education authorities, but a few specialist colleges are grant-aided by the Department. There are also a number of independernt specialist establishments, such as
secretarial colleges and correspondence colleges.

More than 500 other major further education colleges offer both advanced courses
and lower level courses for technicians and craftsmen. They include local co,lleges
of further education which offer mainly lower level courses for school leavers and
adults: these include GCE O- and A-levels, which are more often taken at school.
Many young workers (about 628000 in l97O-71 of whom about 250000 were
under 18) are released by their emptroyers for a day a week to attend courses at
further education colleges. A number of other young workers (about 57 000 in
l97O-71) are freed by their employers to undertake short periods of full-time study
(block release).

There is a wide variety of two-year or three-year vocational courses which can be
entered directly after leaving school at age 16 or later. There is at prese,nt no
system of national certification of these courses; some individual colleges award
their own certificates and diplomas and there are also some regional schemes of
certification Art and design courses are also provided at polytechnics and other
f urther education establishments.
There are also 41 agricultural colleges of which 36 are maintained by local education authorities. Most of the agricultural colleges provide part-time as well as
full-tiine, sandwich and block-release courses, including courses leading to the
award of the Ordinary National Diploma and the Higher National Diploma. Courses in agriculture are also provided in agricultural centres attached to agricultural
colleges and in the agricultural departments of further education colleges.

29 polytechnics which have been formed in recent years out of 60 leading colleges
of technology, commerce and art, as the main centres of higher education within
the further education system. Courses of higher education range from those
immediately above GCE Advanced level or Ordinary National Certificate to those
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leading to first and higher degrees of the Council
and to professional qualifications of degree level.

for National Academic

The polytechnics axe planned for ultimate growth

to at

least

2

Awards

000 full-time

stgdents. A wide range of subjects is covered, many at degfee level.

The polytechnics and colleges providing technical education usually seek industrial
*op.tutioo through governing bodies which include representatives from local
industry and commerce. Local inrdustrial personnel, who usually include employers
and. trade-union representatives and teaching advisors, can plan the courses of
study.

College technical courses, it must be remembered, have never attempted to include
all the training which is necessary for a skilled craftsman. The specialist training
lies in the hands of the emploYers.

The Industrial Training Boards do consult at many stages with the technical colin order that the two elements of education and training aro closely integrated'

leges

lll.

-

Vocatlonal lralnlng (outslde

ol the school)

The local Youth Employment Officer organizes many discussions and seminars in
the secondary schoo,li with pupils studying in their last year. He arranges local
information visits to local establishments and reports to the pupil about possible
jobs. These services are available for the pupils up to the age of 18 and also to all
employers. About one-third of the pupils are able to find employment in this
manner. The students then can either pursue first a full-time technical college
sourse or enter into an apprenticeship agreement with the employer. They can be
released for 'oneday-a-week' day education. Others still must follow night classes
if their employers are unable to release them. Those doing apprenticeship and
part-time study may work toward 'Certificates of the City and Guilds of I-ondon
Institute' or ' National Certificates' aiming at technical qualifications.
T1ne Industrial Training Boards make certain that there is adequate training provided at all levels of employment in the specific industrial branches. The boards
make recommendations as to the standard, content and length of the training.
Many consultations take place at local and national levels in order to consider

local variations and patterns of training.

Within the engineering sector, many appren;tices are able to take the first year

basic workshop training and vocational education. A
'unit' or 'module' training where apprentices
are able to have 'off ' periods within the production area. Thus the apprentice
continues as a part-time student. Yet Colleges have found it difficult to accommodate part-time students in courses not peculiar to a particular industrial branch.
Broader basic training within technical education is being introduced while
specialized 'unit' training in production areas increase.

'off in

order

to undergo

second phase includes

a

specialized

in the pattern of training have necessitated close cooperation between
educationists and the ITBs (Industrial Training Boards).
Changes
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The Industrial Training Boards frequently prescribe further education schemes
associated with particular training. It is to be noted that employers not complying
may be refused a grant usually given by the Boards to those firms operating
' satisfactory ' training programmes.

w.

General development and aims

-

Primary education is changing due to local pressure. Primary schooling is to be
thought in terms of activity and erperience rather than knowledge and stored facts.

Some of the exp:riments as 'Sumrnerhill 'and 'Beacon Hill' have been the
sparks of inspiration. The creative freedom of the 'Child-centred schools' is
usually combined with a great degree of self-discipline. Learning is thus recognized
as

individual.

in order to take all the childre,n and
cov€r the entire ability range as the 'comprehensives' are on the increase. The
curriculum development is thus also becoming more innovative. Small rural
schools are on their way out while unqualified teaching personnel are being
steadily removed to be replaced by teachers who follow now three-year teachertraining courses, instead of two.
Secondary education is becoming less selective

Only recently (March 29, 1973) in line with a reoent White Paper on the future of
the education service, a fundamental re-shaping of higher education outside the
universities has been considered. That planned for 335 000 students in non-university higher education by 1981, 180 000 of them in the polytechnics and the other
155 000 in the collegas of education (teacher training) and colleges of further
education.

Local education authorities thus are to plan for ano,ther 130 000 plaoes.

The whole pr@e$s revolves around the Government's plan to reduce the number

of

students

and

in full-time

teacher-training

from about

114

000 to between

60 000

000. The colleges will therefore have to diversify, to take care of the
of the other 40 000 to 50 000 students. In addition to the 138 000 students

70

needs

in colleges of further education and colleges of education, another 17 000
will have to be provided.

already
places

Authorities are asked to bear in mind three points: (1) institutions will need to be
of a certain size to obtain full economies of scale; (2) further concentration of
very large numbers of students on a scale leading to problems of transport and
residence should be avoided; (3) wherever possible provision should be made
within reach of home for both part-time and full-time students.
The lVhite Paper suggests that institutions specializing in arts and social sciences
could be much smaller than the average polytechnic; between I 000 and 2 000
full-time and sandwich students could be offered a reasonable range of courses,
and some institutions could also offer courses below the most advanced levels.
Attention is drawn to the imbalanc€ o,f higher education places. Greater I-ondon,
with 78 places per 1 000 of the school population, has twice the proportion of
places the North has, with 39 places per I 000.
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Although London will continue to be an attraction to large numbers of students,
the ciriular says, the rapid rate of increase should be slowed and a relatively
greater rate of increase provided in less-advantaged areas.
proposes to set up an overall
National Traintng Agency.so that the various training boards can be coordinating
their activities and_so that programmes in industry may be initiated which are not
covered by the boards. The central agency is to operate on its own budget.

In the area of vocational training, HM Government

is also an increase in the creation of 'Education Officers' for individual
order to advise candidates and produce info,rmative papers as well as
carry on public relations. The vital stage between school and work is to be
bridged as well in this rnanner. In many schools, teachers are still without industrial experience, while in technical colleges, the teaching staff is in constant consultation with industry and commerce. Some schemes have been organized in
There

firms

in

to spend three weeks working in factories and offices
(the Confederation of British Industries has given much public relations to these
schemes). Thus, there is an increasing exchange of information and an insight
into the working situation!
which teachers are able

ANNEX
Specid schools for physlcally anrt for mentally hanillcapped children

Eight main categories of pupils who require special educational treatment are
recognized: blind or partially btnd pupils, deaf or partially deaf pupils, educationally sub-normal pupils, epileptic pupils, maladjusted pupils, physically hand-

icapped pupils, delicate pupils and pupils suffering from speech defects.

'Special education' is provided in ordinary schools, only for more serious cases in
day or boarding special schools-occasionally in special schools attached to hospitals, or individually at home.
Classes

in

special schools are smaller than

usual-lO, 15 or 20 according to

the

defect.

The category 'maladjusted children' dates from 1945; they are the pupils who for
psychological reasons are unable to adjust themselves to ordinary living, and treatment is regarded as still being in the experimental stage.

The supply and training of teachers for special schools remains unsatisfactory.
For teaching blind or deaf pupils in special schools teachers must obtain specialist

qualifications in addition to the normal one of ' qualified teachers'. For teaching
pupils in the other categories, whether in a special or an o,rdinary school, rrcl paper
qualification is required, though naturally few teachers embark on this work
unless they have an interest in it.
Educadon in rural areas

in all villages. As reorganization
into secondary schools.

The old all-age elementary school was found
proceeded older pupils were collected
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Rural pupils who need selective seco,ndary education (technical o,r grammar) must
often travel long distances or become boarders. Rural schooling is a significant
human problem in England arad Wales, but it is not statistically imlnrtant.
Prlvats schools

An

independent school means one that is financially self-supporting, and receives
no subvention from grblic funds. It may be run for private profit, or as is tho
case for all the well-known schools-as a non-profit-making Trust; there are
about 4 000 such schools. Such a school is not entirely free from State super-

vision; since 1957 it is open to insp,ection.
The best-known indqpendent schools are the 'public schools', but there are many
recognized and registered schools outside that circle. About 6 Vo of all school
zupils are in independent schools, probably more than half in primary schools.
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SCOTTAND

l.

-

Legal bases and compelenceg

1. School education
Scotland, although part of the United Kingdom, has its own educational system
which is governed by the 1962 Education Act of Scotland providing for the compulsory education of children between the ages of 5 and 16.

The Act of. t962 places on the parent of every child of school age the duty of
provi'ding him with a suitable educatio,n. This may be through a publicly maintained school or a private school, or by arranging for tuition at home. Fducation
is provided free of charge for every child attending publicly maintained schools.

Where there is sufficient demand, separate schools for religious denominations are
provided, although religious education is given in all schools.

Education in Scotland (except university education) is under the general control of

the Secretary of State and is the concern of the Scottish Education Department.
The

Act of. 1962

places osl certain local authorities (the councils

of the cities

and

the councils of the 31 counties into which the remainder of Scotland is divided)
the duty of securing the adequate provision of all forms of primary, secondary,
and further education.

Thus, the Scottish Education Department does not itself provide schools or colleges, as the 35 local education authorities carry out this duty, taking also into
account the existing private schools and colleges. The education authorities do not
control the regional and national colleges of technology and arts or colleges of
education, but maintain the public schools (including denominational schools) and
are responsible for school health and welfare and the providing of grants. There
are, in the private sector, the 'grant-aided schools' which are conducted by bodies
of managers who receive grants directly from the Scottish Education Department.
And there also exist 'independent schools ' which are conducted by proprietors
without any public funds. The Secretary of State's powers in respect of schools
and teachers are similar to those of the Secretary of State for Education and
Science (England and Wales). He is consulted o'n university matters, but is also
responsible, unlike his English counterpar,t, for social work including child care.
His main advisory bodies are the Advisory Council on Education in Scotland; the
Scottish Consultative Committee on the Curriculum; the Scottish Technical Education Consultative Council and others. The departrnent's headquarters are in Edinburgh, but a liaison staff is maintained in London, chiefly for contact with Parlianrent and other governmental bodies.

2. Vocational training
Technical and vocational educatio{r coluses are provided in 10 central insrtitutions
each serving a particular region. They are managed by governing bodies, which
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are independent of the statutory education authorities, representing the educational,
business, and/or professional interests concerned. The Scottish Educatio'n Department pays particular grants toward vocational education courses.

The Industrial Training Act of. 1964 applies to Scotland as well, thus one may
refer to the text of England and Wales covering vocational training.

ll.

-

Education and vocatlonal training in school

Compr:lsory schooling takes place from the age

of 5 to 16. The raising of

the

school-leaving age to 16 has taken place recently.

Most of the 3 136 schools supported from public funds are known as 'public
schools' and not to be confused with certain English independent schools. Since
Scotland is sparsely populated, about 15.2 7o of these schools are small oneteacher schools.

Further, there are 29 grant-aided ' seco,ndary' schools and 110 independent
schools, which are mostly day schools, unlike those in England and Wales. In
remoter districts, where daily travel to school may be impracticable, accommoda-

tion of pupils is provided in lodgings or hostels. In sorne areas, children

speak

only Gaelic, which is still in use in the homes in the Highlands and Islands. But
Gaelic often gives way to English as the medium of instruction, once the child

advances

in school.

1. Pre-School education (f rom 3 to 5 years)
Educational authorities have a duty to provide, for children aged 3 and under 5,
education in nursery schools and classes where sufficient children, whose parents
desire such education for them, can be enrolled to form a class or school of
reasonable size.

The aim of the nursery school is to create a planned environment which will
afford opportunities for informal learning. An expansion of nursery places has
been initiated under the Urban Programme.

2. Primary education (compulsory school education)

The entrance requirement is 5 years old at a fixed date for commencing primary
school attendanci. The primary course covers 7 years from the age of 5 to 12The course may be provided in a primary school or in the primary department of
a school providing both primary and $econdary educatio,n. The responsibility for
framing tf,e schemes of work in each school rests with the local education
authority in consultation with the head teacher. Curricular changes of great
significance have occurred in recent years. Skills involving reading, writing, and
arithmetic are basic elements of the primary system but emphasis is placed on the
practical application of these skills. Art and craft activities begin at an early stage
and natural and physical sciences are replacing the traditional nature study. The
teaching of a foreign language has also been introduced in many schools.
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3. Secondary education (compulsory pupils transter normally
about 12 years

of

to secondary school at

age)

The secondary cours€s last from 4 to 6 years. Generally, one can divide them into
three types:
(a) five-and-six-year courses leading to the Scottish Certificate of Education Examination on the higher grade;
(b) four-year courses leading to the Scottish Certificate of Education Examination
on the ordinary grade;

(c) four-year courses not leading to the ftottish Oertificate of Education Exanination, but providing a general education.

It is increasingly

common

for

secondary schools

to provide all

these types of

courses, so that all pupils in one region may attend the same school. Still, in
some areas, certificate and non-certificate courses are found in separate schools.
In others, all pupils may commence secondary courses together but may be transferred after the second, third, or fourth year for certificate-courses.
Tfrere are:

(a) Education-authority seconda4r schools
These are managed by the 35 statutory education authorities. There is also the
opportunity to attend day or night classes in order to take the Scottish Certificate
of Education Examination at'O' or'H' grades.

(b) Grant-aided secondary schools
These schools are managed by governing bodies and receive direct aid from the
Scottish Education Department toward their maintenance expenditure. Some have
boarding room and primary departments as well. The majorr'ty of these can be
found near Glasgow and Edinburgh. Grant-aided schools are mostly single-sex
and charge fees. Scottish grant-aided schools are not required, as are the directgrant schools in England and Wales, to provide places for pupils sponsored by
education authorities.

There are a variety of admission procedures as tests and interviews or those where
there has been a long family tradition of attendance. Scholarships may be offered
on a competitive examination basis.

(c) Independent sctrools
These are managed by private individuals or by autonomous bodies and receive
no gtant-assistance. They are a very small element of education in Scotland,
though they do not always rely on a rigid and exclusive system of selective entry.
There are entrance requirements on the general lines of those for grant-aided
schools. Their number is much smaller than those in England and Wales.

The independent schools vary greatly in size and character and provide a wide
range of courses. Though they are usually well-staffed schools, the independent
schools are not required as a oondition of registration to employ specifically qualified or registered teachers. They are not oomparable to most hiehly selective
independent schools

in En€iland and Wales as most have a number of pupils of
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modest ability. Many do take the SCE qualifications though the proportion is
lower than in other types of schools.

(d) Comprehensive schools

As the policy of reorganization along comprehe,nsive lines
mented, there are certain modifications taking place:

is more widely

imple-

The first 2 yearc of the secondary course are becoming orientation-periods in
which pupils may explore their abilities and interests. They are then glrided
towards the most suitable ones. Included are English, history, geography, mathematics, science, art, technical subjects for boys and home economics fo,r girls. A

foreign language, two in some cases, Day be added to the curriculum. At the end
of the second year a decision is taken whether the pupil will aim at presentation in
one or more subjects in the Scottish Certificate of Education Examinations or will
complete a sourse of general education. In the latter, general education not
leading to certificate presentationo one attempts to add a vocational bias to the
school work.

For those aiming at certificate presentation, a choice of subjects is made, yet a
balanced curriculum is maintained throughout. Although vocational education is
regarded as a concern of further educationo the curriculum may include for some
pupils also business studies, economics, nautical subjects, and agricultural science.
AII thes may be studied in preparation of the SCE which are conducted by the
Scottish Certificate of Education Examination Board. There are two grades in the
examination-Ordinary and Higher, the former taken usually at age 16, the latter
at 17 or 18. Sinoe 1968, a Certificate of Sixth Year Studies has been available to
pupils who have completed the study of their main subjects at Higher Grade. SCE
examinations are open to candidates in further education colleges, to external
students, and

to school pupils.

Within the 'all-through' comprehensive schools which have non-selective intakes,
the pupils are thus of varied ability either interested in remaining at school until
the statutory leaving age of 16 or going on to take the SCE. These schools are
coeducational.

long-term plans, education au,thorities have tended to favour the 'all-though'
to 18) comprehensive school, but so far it has been necessary to take intermediate steps to meet local circumstances.

In

(12

By 1965, only three out of 35 education authorities
least some schools of comprehensive nature.

in Scotland did not have

at

It

is to be noted that there is no national examination below Ordimry grade (O
level), corresponding to the Certificate of Secondary Education in England and

Wales.

Decisions about the most suitable secondary courses for pupils who transfer from
a primary to a secondary school organized on comprehensive lines are normally
not taken until the pupil had experience of general secondary work. Suitability
can be assessed through transfer boards ard teacher panels aqd primary school
reports.
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(e) Part comprehensive schools
Instruction on the secondary level can also take place in the Junior High Schools
(lst cycle) which are connected to Senior High Schools (2nd cycle secondary).
They are found in rural areas of Scotland and are comprehensive for the first two
years. Pupils with the suitabl,e potential for presentations on the Higher Grade
of the Scottish Certificate of Education transfer then to a central comprehensive
' all-through' school at the enC of the 2nd year, and the lunior High continues to
provide for those p,upils not likely to take any C.ertificate or those who take it at
the Ordinary level.
4. Further education

Further education may commence whenever the pupil leaves school (from age 16)
and includes both part-time and full-time courses. In Scotland, the term 'higher
education' is used to denote further education for persorrs who have attained a
standard equivalent to the Hieher Grade of the Scottish Certificate of Education
For those who leave school without desire to enter this 'higher education' level,
a wide range of 'further education' sourses is availabtre. These include full-time
'pre-vocational' courses consisting of vocational and general education for those
leaving at 1.6 and courses to enable sturdents to sit for the subjects in the Scottish
Certificate of Education Examination. Furthermore, there are part-time courses
of a vocational character. For some of these, there is the entrance requirement in
terms of Ordinary grade passes. Later there is a possibility to continue in courses
of higher education. The more advanced courses (or 'higher education' courses)
within further education are provided in 13 central institutions which provide cour-

in

science, technology, management, and domestic science. These colleges are
in the four cities and are managed by governing bodies, independent of
the statutory education authorities, representing the educational and professional
interests concerned.
ses

situated

One may differentiate on the

'further education'

levels:

(a) The further education colleges offer a wide range

of

subjects,

five of which

offer courses leading to degroes under arrangements approved by the Council for
National Academy Awards or in cooperation with universities. They provid,e fulltime and sandwich courses for students who have completed at least 5 years of
secondary education and who are seeking professional qualifications or Higher
National Certificates or specialized diplomas. These are geared to the varied
careers and occupations found in modern industry and comme,rce and vary from
area to area due to local circumstances.

(b) There are also about 100 day colleges and centres concerned with part-time
day release and evening courses and with full time pre-vocational and first year
apprenticeship courses. These are suited for school leavers who have completed
not more than 3 or 4 years of secondary schooling.
(c) Pre-vocational courses are designed to provide a general preparation for a
career and are also intended to fill a gap'between the school-leaving age and the
minimum age of starting an industrial apprenticeship.
(d) For those who have gone into employment as semi-skilled workers, a range of
operatives' courses is available aimed at helping them become more proficient in
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their skills. The courses are usually on a day-release basis and may lead
ficates of the City and Guilds of London Institute.

to

certi-

(e) There are also uaft courses available also on a 'day-release' basis of one day
per we'ek as well as 'block-release' arrangements whereby longer periods may be
spent in colleges of further education and in practical training sessions in the firm.
Other education centres operate in the evening in school premises, often provided
for by voluntary bodies.

5. Higher education

Scotland has

a long tradition of university education and has of,ten served as a

model for higher education in the English-speaking woflo.

in Scotland. Each has complete autonomy in regard
applicants to first degree courses must satis,fy the general and
special minimum entrance requirements. Studenrt grants are freely available, but
whereas in England and Wales the award of grants etc. is the responsibility of the
local education authorities, the studenrt allowances in Scotland are admini*ered by
the Scottish Education Department, The Scottish universities can be divided into
2 groups: the old traditional universities as St. Andrews or Edinburgh and the
modern comprising such as Dundee or Strathclyde. It should be noted that the
University Grants Committee operating in England and Wales has powers extending throughout Greai Britain and thus, government pohcy towards universities
affects Scottish universities as well.
There are eight universities

to admission but

lll.

-

Vocational lraining (outside ol the school)

Please note the section on vocational training (outside of the school) in the text
on England and Wales, as the Industrial Training Act of 1964 applies to Scotland,
England and Wales.

lV.

-

General development and aims

The shortage of secondary teachers is a great problem in Scotland but measures
are in hand to combat the problem. In contrast to the present arrangements in

England and Wales, all secondary teachers in Scotland, aside from holding equivalent qualifications, must have completed a course of teacher-traihing. Closed
circuit television has been in regular use at a number of Scottish universities and
schools and the use of media and visual aids is increasingly promoted. This is in
line with the promotion of educational technology at all levels of education
throughout Great Britain.
Provisions made in the Education Act 1969 of Scotland which empower local
education authorities to provide social and recreational facilities have been put to
use. There has been an increase of technical, cultural, recreational and informal
cours€s in a number of Scottish educational centres. This development is part of
the growth of classes with a less utilitarian aim, in which study is undertaken by
persons who, without wishing

to obtain a qualification for vocational purposes,
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decide

to

increase their knowledge

or

capacities.

In

arranging these classes there

is a close collaboration between education authorities, universities and the Workers'
Educational Association. Five such University Extra-Mural Committees have been
formed in Scotland. Another recent development has been the growth of closer
links between the higher education establishments in Sc,otland and industry. This
developmenit has been encouraged by the University Grants Committee and foresees an increase in industrial consultancy u,nitg liaison sentres and industrial units
in order to channel the specialized knowledge and expertise of universities to the
aid of industry.

ANNEX
Special schools

Handicapped pupils (those suffering from deafness, blindness, physical or mental
handicaps) attend special schools or special classes attached to ordinary schools.
Some other specialized classes are attached to hospital departments and cater for
severely handicapped children. The statutory leaving-age
education is 16 years.
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for pupils given

special

NORTHERN IREI.AND

l.

-

l.

School education

Legal bases and competences

Education is one of the services for which the minister concerned is responsible to
the Parliament of Northern Ireland and fo,r which finance is voted by this Parliament. (Note: When Northern keland became a self-governing unit of the United
Kingdom in 1,921, its newly constituted Ministry of Education assumed supervisory
control of the educational services which had been administered by three separate
departments beforehand. Education in Northern Ireland was brought into a single
system by the Education Act (Northern Ireland) ot 1923). The present educational
system of Northern lreland is based on the Education Act (Northern lreland) of
1'947 as amended by subsequent Acts. The Act lays down the organization of the

statutory systern in three stages-primary, secondary and further education-and
with the sam,e age ranges as in Engl,and. The parents or legal guardians of children
of compulsory school age (between 5 and 16 years) must ensure that the children
receive efficient full-time education suitable to their ages, aptitudes, and abilities,
either by regular attendance at school or otherwise. The education is provided in
grant-aided schoo'ls and all but a comparatively small number of pupils (less than
I Vo) attend such schools. Education in primary, secondary and special schools is
free and the cost of education in secondary grammar schools is substantially offset
by scholarships awarded by local education authorities.

Public education, other than university education, is adminis,tered centrally by the
Ministry of Education and locally by eight education authorities. The system is
broadly comparable to that in England and Wales, whereby the education authorities are responsible for securing efficient education throughout primary, secondary,
and 'further' education stages. The Ministry of Education is responsible for the
coordination of the overall provision and for the determination of policy.

its tasks include the review of planning by the local education
of irdividual projects initiated by those bodies or by
voluntary a.gencies, and the determination of standards and supervision of design
and construction of school premises. The Ministry of Education also gives guidance in matters of curriculum and teaching methods and supervises the ancillary
se,rvices such as school rneals and school transport. It carries additional responsiFurthermore,

authorities, the approval

bility for the training of

teachers, the maintenance and development

of the youth

service, and the youth employment service.

An 'Advisory Council for Fducation', a statutory body constituted under the
terms of the Education Act of 1947, assists the Ministry in order to advise it
upon matters connected with educational policy and practice and upon any questions referred to it by the Ministry. The eight local education authorities, which
are the councils of each of the six counties and of the two county boroughs, are
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responsible for the local administration of the education services and exercise their
functions through education cornmittees. University relations with the governmenrt
are conducted through the Ministry of Education. The University Grants Comto the Ministry yet it is not itself the channel of
mittee acts in an advisory capacity
-Britain.
Statutory responsibility for providing 'further
in
Gieat
communication as
education' rests upon the local education authorities. They are, however, enjoined
by the Act to have regard to any facilities for further education prqvided by other
bodies in their areas and assist them financially.
2. Vouational training

in Northern Ireland is made under the
Empliyment and Training .z{cr (Northern Ireland) 1950 which corresponds to the
Employment and Training Act 1948 in Great Britain. The responsible Ministry is
the Ministry of Health and Social Services. The training facilities are being developed as a total system of interdependent parts providing a battery of resources at
tlie disposal of the individual and of industry. Both by direct training activities
and by paying a large share of the cost of training undertaken by industry, the
numbers- in whose training the Ministry is involved at any one time is the equivalent of some 2O % of persons employed. Training under the Government Vocational Training Scheme in Northern Ireland is largely carried out at the Ministry's
!2 Government Training Centres which provide about 3 000 training places for
adults and apprentices. Since 1972, the Ministry has also introduced the concept
of the Integriied llork Force Unit each of which is made up of 12 men in selected
towns throughout Northern Ireland for the purpose of providing training in basic
skills. Northern Ireland has its own lndustrial Training Act (1964) whose main
objective is to secure an improvement in the quality of industrial training.
The provision for vocational training

Nine lnda strial Training Boards have been established under this Act, encompassing within their scope about two thirds of all Northern Ireland workers. All of
the Industrial Training Boards are serviced by a single administration-the Northern Ireland Training Erecutive which serves a common secretariat. Furthermore,
the Industrial Training Act (1964) provides for an advisory body-the Northern
Ireland Training Council consisting of various representatives from industry, trade
unions, education, and the Boards. It advises the Ministry generally on the exercise
of its functions under the Industrial Training Act (1964) and undertakes training
research. The Northern lreland Training Council sponsors also a scheme whereby
bursaries are awarded to personnel, training, and industrial relations specialists.
Among other training and consultancy agencies, there is the Industrial Training
Service providing practical help to Employers' Organizations and similar bodies as
well as the Management Development Service, offering annual programmes of
management courses at

all levels.

Educatlon and vocatlonal lrainlng in school

ll.

-

1.

Pre-schoot (pre-primary) education (f rom 2 to 5 years)

There are a small number of nursery schools which cater for children between the
ages of 2 and 5 years as well as nursery departments operated within the primary
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schools. In general, the aim is
organized play activities.

to introduce young childrEn to

2. Primary education (from 5 to 1l

*

school work through

years)

The majority of children receive their early education in primary schools, although
there is a small proportion attending the preparatory departments of the grammar
schools. Grant-aided schools under the management of a local authority are
known as country primary school. If not under such management they are called
voluntary primary schools.
These children between 5 to 7 are called 'infants' as they are pupils in their first
2 years in primary education. They may be grouped in a department as a part of a
primary school or may be in an infant school with its own premises. Classes
known as'iunior'or'standard'are those catering for pupils aged 7 to 11+.
They too can be attached departmenrts or independent junior echools. The former
division between infants and junior is being replaced by a unified system of
numberiqg classes primary I to primary 7.

However, due to lack of provision for secondary education in some areas, some
primary schools remain "unreorganized' or not fully reorganized. These
'unteorganized' schools still provide courses from the age of 5 to the statutory
leaving age of 16 years.

Some 'grammar schools' provide primary education
3. Secondary education (11

*

in

preparatory departments.

to l6)

Secondary oducation begins when the pupil reaches the age of 11 and proceeds
either to a secondary (intermediate) or a s€condary grammar school. There may be
subsequent transfer later on between the different types.

(a) Secondary (intermediate) schools

For the majority of the pupils, there are 4-year courses provided which are
designed to suit the requirements of the neighbourhood in which the school is
located. For the first two years the education provided is of a general nature,
whereas the last two years are more specialized with a practical bias, in accordance
with the special interests of the pupil. Such 'biased' courses are those having a
bias towards rural science or handicraft for boys and commerce or housecraft for
girls. An increasing number of these pupils remain in attendance after they have
reached leaving age (16 years) in order to pursue further courses of study and in
order to take external examinations. It is also becoming common for these inter-

mediate schools to provide for the most able pupils S-year cours,es leading to
external examinations of an academic nature. At the conclusion, pupils may
transfer to another type of school. It is not customary for all pupils to sit leaving
examinations, but some schools are now working on the basis of a 5-year course
to the Northern Ireland General Certificate of Education at ordinary level (in

some cases at Advanced level).
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O)

Secondary Grammar) scloois

Grammar schools provide an academic type of secondary education for those
pupils who have been awarded local authority schotarships and for others as well.
Tuition fees are charged by all eirammar schools.
Grammar schools were open to pupils who had passed the 11* examinations, the
Qualifying Examinations, yet these have boen since 1965 abolished and replaced
by a more simple selection procedure which is based on teachers' estimates $
verbal reasoning tests. The gfarnmar school @ursc is no,rmally of seven years'
duration. The pupils take the Northern Ireland General Certificate of Education
at Ordinary level at the end of the fifth year, and at Advanced level at the end of
the course. 'Voluntary' grammar schools outnumber 'county' grammar schools
by 60 to2l.

In some secondary schools, evening courses
education authorities.

of a general nature are run by local

4. Further education (technical and vocation'al education)

In Northern lreland the system of 'further education' is similar to that in England
and Wales and includes courses leading to the National Diplomas and Certificates,
to City and Guilds of I-ondon Institute Certificates, and the like.

(a) There arc 29 institutions of further education all of which are under the control
of local education authorities. Students are required to pay fees although the local
education authority has power to exemp students under 18 years of age from such
paymernt, provided they are in full-time attendance. Those over 18 may qualify for
scholarships. The Belfast College of Technology is the most important establishment of 'further education', offering a variety of courses ranging from vocational
cour5es to degree coursexl. There is a close relationship betrreen the Belfast College
of Technology and the local industries.
Courses in the institutions of further education consist of general education and at
the same time prepare for an entry into industrial apprenticeships, commercial
work, catering and the like. For part-time students courses of the Royal Society

of the Arts and of the City and Guilds of London trnstitute are commonly provided.
Courses

for National Certificates and for Diplomas are

also widely available.

(b) Advanced-level courseE are centred mostly in the Ulster College (on the outskirts of Belfast). This is a self-governing grant-aided institution similar to the
polytechnics in England and Wales. Ulster College is an amalgamation of former
smaller colle,ges offering professional and degree cotlrs€'s as well. Students attending vocational courses do it on a full-timg day-release, block release, or evening
and other part-time bases.

(c) Moat of the technological courses in mechanical and electrical engineering are
provided at the CoIIege of Technology. Five of these can be considered as regional
colleges, the remaining o'nes oorrosponding to local colleges. Following the
establishment of industrial training boards in Northern Ireland the institutions of
further education are cooperating in the provision of the necessary industrial
training as well as the further education required by the various boards.
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5. Higher education

As in Great Britairq higher education is expanding in Northern Ireland. Alongside

the Queen's lJniversity of Belfast, there have been provisions made to establish a
second university, the New University of Ulster, at Coleraine including Magee
University College. University entrance requirements are similar to those in
England and Wales yet may fluctuate annually according to the number of places
available. Once a student has secured a university place, he is entitled to have a
grant which will cover his fees and his expenses for the academic year.

lll.

-

Vocational trainlng (outslde of the schoot)

of Health and Social Services must look further ahead than the
immediate needs of industry in fulfilling its obligations to prornote manlrcwer and
,training arrangements directly related to the economic needs of Northern Ireland.
Thus, incoming and expanding firms have a free survey carried out of their training needs. Having then established these needs, firms can use any of a number of
schemes of assistance in order to recruit workers for advance training. These
training schernes can be tailored to their own requirements in a Government
Training Cenrtre or alternatively take place in the parent plant.
The Ministry

1. Apprentice training

This scheme accounts for the full time use of approximately two-thirds of the
training places at Training C-entres and involves the recruitment from all aroas in
Northern Ireland of boys to sup,plement the ordinary apprentice intalres of the
construction and engineering industries.

These apprenrtices are given a complete year of 'off-the-job' training in Government Training Centres (GTCs) with day-release for associated 'further education'

in

to

complete their apprenticeships. Every boy
in training until he can be placed in employment in which he can continue his apprenticeship. Firms are encouraged to

before being placed

industry

making adequate progress is retained

sponsor their own apprentices

for this 'off-the-job'training.

For the completion of apprentice-training, it is necessary to gain experience in
industry during the final three years of apprenticeship. Grants are available and
payable on a capitation basis to firms which are pr€pared to recruit and train boys
exoess of their own requirernents.

in

The boys are treated as employees by the Ministry and accordingly receive wages
and pay Natio,nal Insurance contributions. The weekly rates of wages vary quite
considerably, depending upon age and trade. Lodging and travelling allowances
are aldo payable.

2. Training ol young persons (non-apprentices)

Special training courses in basic engineering, construction and production have
been introduced in Government Training Ce,ntres for unemployed young persons
who have been unable to obtain apprenticeships. The courses which are industrially
orientated have 2 basic obiectives: to make the trainees more attractive a$
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to give them specific abilities which they can use in jobs. The
young persons' training is being revised and extended in the
of
whole scope
light of recommendations by a firur of industrial consultants whom the Ministry
has employed to examine the problem. Bonuses are paid for each successfully
completed week of attendance at a Training Centre and the range of additional
benefits available for adult trainees are also available for young persons or nmemployees and

apprentices.

3. Training on the employers premises

For expanding firms, a large number of additional workers may be trained on their
own premises with financial and technical assistance from the Ministry. If trainrng
takes place outside Northern lreland, lodging all,owances and reasonable travelling
exp€nses may also be paid.

4. lntegrated Work Force Unit

in basic skills and then, through
the medium of production work, provide further training capabl.e of bringing the
work force to a level of competenoe which might be expected in a normal established industrial environment. This new concept has been introduced by the
Ministry in the summer of 1972 and is to remedy deficiencies in the pattern of
skills in particular areas especially these with a negligible o,r very limited industrial
tradition. Ihe attraction will be that in areas of acute social need, one is offering
the prospective investor ready-made premises, equipment and manpower resources
These units, comprising 12 men, provide training

together with financial assistatrce.

5. Training within industry and management

The 'training within industry' scheme comprises a series of short courses designed
to train supervisors in the general skills of superviiion. Special courses can be
arranged to meet the specific needs of an organization. The Management Develop
ment Service offers annual programmes of management courses at all levels and
may also develop tailored courses as required.

The 9 Northern Ireland Industrial Training Boards which are to $ecure an improvement in the quality and efficiency of industrial training cover the following industries: engineering, construction, clothing and footwear, man-made fibres, textiles,
road transport, catering, distribution, food and drink.

lV.

-

General development and alms

Although the value of pre-primary education has been officially recognized in
Northern keland, little provision has so far been made. Still very few primary
schools have nursery classes attached to them. Due to a lack of provision for
secondary education, some primary schools remain 'unrmrganizd'. Yet changes
in the local administration of education are envisaged in the lrear future and it is
hoped that primary and secondary education may be strenghtened in problematic
regions so that some isolated needs may be properly met.
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Because of the recent general economic recession a counter redundancy scheme
was introduced whereby grants are made available to firms prepared to retain and
retrain redundant workers so as to extend the range of their existing skills.

Training programmes are submitted to the Ministry for approval; in some cases
training resources are provided by the Ministry. In the area of training nonapprentices, the Ministry has introduced a pilot scheme in one of the GTCs which
will contain a strong element of project work of community vaJue. It is hoped to
extend this scheme to other Centres. The Northern Ireland Training Council has
recently sponsored a scheme by which bursaries are awarded in order to train
persons as specialist managers of which there is an increasing need particularly
with the drive to attract new industry to the Province. The l8-month course is a
mixture of project work in the parent firm, seminars at the Northern Ireland
polytechnic and in-plant counselling. The aim is to develop management expertise
in the particular specialism obtained in the cours€. The Northern Ireland Training
Council has also recently sponsored a scheme by which scholarships are awarded
to suitable school-leavers who wish to acquire a degree qualification in mechanical
engineering. The aim is the increase of engineering graduates with an orientation
to industry who will be aware of the relevance of their professional qualifications
to the industrial scene. The undergraduate in this scheme is sponsored generally
by an engineering firm with which he will acquire industrial experience combined
with day-release for one year, followed by a three-year degree course at Queen's
University and a post-graduate year with the firm in order. to complete the
practical training period.
ANNEX
Special schools

Special schools or classes are organized for physically, emotionally and educationally handicapped children. The statutory leaving in secondary special schools age
is 16 years. The local education authorities' health and welfare arrangements are
similar to those in England and Wales.
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IRELAND

l.

-

Legal bases and competences

1. School education

The fundamental principles underlying education in Ireland are ensh.rin€d in Arti'
of the Constitution of the State.

cles 42 and, 44

Under these Articles, which embody euarantees covering the rights of parents and
of children in the educational sphere, the State undertakes to provide free primary

education and to supplement and give reasonable aid
educational initiatives when the public good requires
educational facilities and institutions.

to private and corporate
and to provide other

it,

ln

1967, by Governrnent decree, education up to the termination of post-primary
schooling was provided free for all children who wished to avail of it. A comprehensive system of school transport has been established to enable children to
avail of this facility.

Under the provisions of the School's Attendance Act of. 1926 all children between
the ages of six and fourteen were required to attend at a school approved for the
purposes of the Act unless excused on certain definite grounds. The upper age
limit for the operation of this Act was extended to 15 years in 1972.
The State's authority in Education is vested in the Minister for Education who is a
member of the Government and responsible to D6il Eireann (the natiomal parliament). The Minister's administrative agency is the Department of Education which
is staffed by civil servants, both administrative and professional, and of which the
permanent head is catled the Secretary of the Department. The main administrative divisions within the Department are the Primary Branch which deals with all
matters related to primary schooling (ages 4 to 12) and the Post-Primary Branch
which deals with all sectors of second level education. There are also sections
within the Department of Education dealing with universities, other higher education Institutions, otganizations of a general educational and cultural flature, special
schools, publications to the Irish language etc. Physical education, sport and
recreation also come within the ambit of the Department of Education and are the
responsibility of a Parliamenitary Secretary fiunior minister).

of Dail Eireann
(Higher Education Authority Act, l97t) and is responsible for dealing with aspects
of the planning, financing and general administration of universities and of desigpated institutions of higher education.
The Higher Education Authority was established by an Act

The universities are autonomous in relation to their detailed expenditure of funds
allocated, and in relation to curricula, entry conditions, appointment of staff and
teaching methods,
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Their internal managernent functions through a governing body which makes the
maior decisions regarding policy and finance, an academic council which decides
on academic matters, and subsequently at faculty and departmental levels where
matters of particular relevance to faculty and/or department are decided. In the

of the National University of Ireland there is a senrate representative of all
three constituent colleges which makes decisions of a general policy nature on a
coordinated basis for all three co,lleges.
case

The National Council for Educational Awards, soon to be given a statutory basis,
deals with the standard of awards given
other institutions of comparable standing.

in technical land technological colleges and

2. Vocational training

/.

The involvement of the Department of Education in vocationral traininrg policies
from its responsibilities under the legislation on technical and vocational
education. This is nrow comprised in the Vocational Education Acts 1930. The
arises

responsibility of the Department of Educationr includes:
(a) Making available from central funds the necessary financial supports to vocational education committees for the provision of the services required of them
under the 1930 Act.
(b) The approval, with or without modification of financial and educational
schemes put forward annually by such committees.
(c) The regulation and sanctioning of expenditure under various subheads undertaken by such committees.
(d) The making of provisions independently, for vocational and technical education
where the Department is not satisfied with the provision alrea.dy made.
(e) The laying down of regulations and conditions regarding the conduot of sehools
and courses operating under the Act.

(f) The specifyiqg of regulations governing the qualifications, selection and ap
pointment of teachers and other officers of such committees.
(g) Ensuring that appropriate provision is being made, that regulations and conditions are being observed and that appropriate standards are being achieved.
(h) Specification of programmes of study to be fol,lowed, provision of examinations
and certification of standards achieved on certain oours€s of a vocational and
technical nature provided by such committees.

Under the 1930 Act there was established in thirty-eight scheduled districts, representing counties, towns and borough areas, vocational education committees with
defined corqposition, powers and functions.

2. The duties imposed on such committees
(a) to establish anrd maintain

O)

a suitable

as scheduled

system

of

in the Act wer€:

continuation education and to

provide for the progressive development of such system;
to supply or to aid the supply in accordance with the

Act of technical

educa-

tion.

For the puposes of the Act the expression 'continuation education' was defined
as 'education to continue and supplement education provided in elementary
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schools and includes general and practical training

in prqlaration for

employment

trades, manufactures, agriculture, commerce and other industrial pursuits and
also general and practical training for the improvement of young persons in the
early stages of such employment'.

in

'Technical education' was defined as ' education pertaining to trades, manufacfures, commeroe and other industrial pursuits (including the occupatio,ns of girls
and women conn€cted with the household) and in subjects bearing thereon or
related thereto and includes education in science and art and also includes physical
training'.
The Act further defines powers in relation to higher technical education for certain
vocational education committees which entitle them to establish and maintain
schools in their areas, the main object of which would be the provision of education in the general principles of science, commerce or art suited to the requirements
of persons employed in positio,ns of control or responsibility in trade or industry.
The vocational education committees generally consist of fourteen members elected
by the council of the area in which the committee operates, of whom not less than
five and not more than eight must be elected members of such council.
Each committee employs a Chief Executive Officer who is responsible for drawing
up an educational and financial scheme for the committee's area. These schemes
are subject to the sanction of the Minister for Education. The committees may
also assist students within their area to obtain technical education and may cooperate with other bodies in the provision of services and facilities to this end. In the
exercise of their responsibilities in this area of education they cooperate closely

with AnCO, the Industrial Training Authority. In the case of regional technical
colleges, the vocational education committee delegates its powers to a board of
management which in addition to committee representatives, has representation
from trade union, industrial and agricultural interests. A nominee of the Minister
for Education serves on this board as does also the Principal of the College and the
Chief Executive Officer, In general committees are responsible for:

(a) Making proposals for the provision of schools and other facilities and providing such schools and facilities subject to sanction of the Minister of Education.
(b) Presenting appropriate educational schemes and financial schemes for the provision of vocational and technical education in their areas.
(c) Appointing and employing the necessary staff, both teachers and other staff
necessary to carry out the educational schemes.

(d) Maintaining and improving schools and facilities.
(e) Overall management of such schools and facilities.
Responsibility for industrial training rests with the Minister for Labour under the
Industrial Trairdng Act of. 1967. The Minister's executive agency in this matter is
a semi.State organization known as AnCO (An Comhairle Ciliuna-Industrial
Training Authority).

The Minister for Agriculture has specific responsibilities for agricultural education
and training. The Minister for Health has responsibility for certain aspects of
medical training and for rehabilitation work.
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ll.

-

Education and vocational lrainlng'in school

Pupils may be enrolled at the age of 4. The compulsory school attendance is
from age 6 to 15. Presently, some 64 To of 4 year-olds are at school and some
96 Vo of 5 year-olds.
1. Pre-school education (3 to 6 years)

A large measure of pre-school education is given in national schools. It has been
indicated that the national schools and secondary schools are both State-aided and
to some extent State-controlled.
National schools, are in the main, denominational schools, both pupils and teacher
being of the same religious denomination. They are under the control of local
managers, usually clergymen, who are charged with the direct government of the
schools. The salaries of teachers are paid directly by the Department of Education
and grants are made towards the building, reconstruction and equipping of such
schools.

The only completely independenr schools are a further group of pre-primary and
primary schools (or private schools) mostly attached to secondary schools which
are free-paying and without any goverrment grants. Their curriculum is very similar
ro that of the national schools. They are mainly found in larger towns as Dublin,

where children are left while mothers are employed. Many of these privatelyowned nursey schools or cEntres accept children already from the age of 3 ot 4.
A number of them have been trained in the Montessori or Froebel method.

2. The primary-school system (tirst level)

The curriculum of primary education in the national schools resembles those of
other European countries, except in its concern with two languages. The vernacular of the large majority of the Irish people is English yet there is general agreement on the desirability of encouraging the Irish language in schools' Therefore'
Irish and English are obligatory subjects in national schools. The programme aims
to equip the children with an oral and written knowledge of Irish, thus reflecting
the importance of the Irish language as the first official language of the State.
Pupils continue in primary education generally until they have attained their
twelfth year at which stage they transfer to post-primary schools. There is no
terminal examination in primary education. A cumulative record card for each
pupil is kept by the principal of the school and is transmitted to the post-primary
school in which the pupil enrols.

(a) Ihe National (prinary) Schools

The compulsory education begins at 6 years. There is no entrance examination.
The pupil is placed by the headmaster in the class suited to his ability. Religious
instruction is an integral and fundamental part of the school course, yet the organization of such courses is left to the various religious authorities. As to secular
instruction, the usual primary courses are covered but exceptions made, for example, in the area of algebra and geometry. These are optional in all classes taught
by women. Yet in three-teacher boys' schools, either algebra or geometry is to be
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taught. The matters to be covered in each 'standard' is prescribed by the
Department in broad guidelines, yet some freedom exists in the choice of methods.
O)

The private furima'ry) schools

Primary education is also provided for about 2.5 % of the total numbers in private,
'non-aided' schools which charge fees. Many of these are attach€d to postprimary schools, usually looated in urban centres. Their efficiency is tested by the
regulation demanding that, on passing from a primary to a secondary school, the
pupils must satisfy the Education Department that they have passed a suitable
exanr,ination

of enlrance.

3. Post-primary education

in Ireland extends from a pupil-age of eleven/twelve years
seventeen/eighteen years. The first three/four years are known as
junior cycle and these are terminated by a State examinatiron known as the Intermediate Certificate. This is a general examination requiring passes in five subjects.
Post-primary oducation

to that of

A

more limited examination requirement for pupils who concentrate on practical

subjects about this leveil is the Day Vocational Certificate. These examinations as
well as rnarking the end of the iunion cycle in post-primary schools usually also
mark the termination of compulsory school attendance. Pupils nray progress for a
further two,/three years in the senior cycle of post-primary education at the end of
which they sit for the State Iraving Certificate examination. This, like the Intermediate Certificate, is a general examination requiring passes in at lea,st five
subjects. Entry to the craft trades is usually at the fntermediate Crrtifica.te level.

The I-eaving Certificate with spocified subjects and grades is required for entry
into higher education and as a prerequisite for traini4g in most professions.
Post-primary education is provided

in

seoondary schools, vocational schools, com-

prehensive schools and community schools.

(a) Secondary schools

There are 574 such schools in Ireland and they are attended by 158847 pupils,
which oomprises 74 Vo of post-primary pupils. Secondary schools are private institutions which receive substantial State aid by way of teachers' salary and other
grants. They also receive considerable capital assistance fro,m the State for the
provision and renovation of school buildings. In return the schools must meet
standards set down by the cenrtral administration and are subject to inspection by
the Department of Education which also, following consultation with school
manager and teacher associations, prescribes the programme of study. By tradition
secondary schools tend to emphasize the rnore academic aspects of the curriculum.

O) Vocational schools

In each county or city there is a vocational education committee which was established undEr the Vocational Educatiou Act of 1930" Theso committees are
responsible for the provision of suitable progxarnmes of education to prepare
young people to enter trades, business or industry.
In furtherance of the

objectives

committees established

a network

of the above legislation the vocational

education
of. 257 vocational schools throughout the coun-
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try. These are attended by 51772 pupils which oompnse 24 vo of poot-primary
pupils. The school facilities and teaching force are also utilized for vocational and
technical courses and, in the evening, for adult education courses. fn the main,
the vocatio,nal schools concentrate on the provision of a two/three (now fivelsix)
year whole-time educational programme for young people between the ages of 13
and 16. This programme is weiehted with practical subjects such as woodwork,
rnetalwork, mecharical drawing and in the case of country schools with rural
science fo,r boys. Girls generally follow courses based on home econornics and/or
commercial skills. The schools undertake a broader spectrum of educational work
by offering courses of a general and technical nrature to people in employment
and on a part-time basis. In particular the practical emphasis of the schools led to
the development of services to many workers in the building and engineering
trades and in the fields of caterinrg and oommerce. With the passage of time a
variety of voluntary apprenticeship schernes emerged and these were subsequently
put on a firm footing, and activity in the field of apprentice education and training
was extended, by the Apprenticeship Act of 1959.
(c) Comprehensive schools
These were established in a number of arsas where adequate facilities for postprimary education did not hitherto exist. They are managed by small committees,
the rnembers of which represent the religious authority, the vocational education
committee and the Minister fo,r Education. They are financed directly from central funds. The prografiIme rn such schools is designed to give a wide choice of
subjects, both practical and academic, to the pupils and in this way to combine the
traditions of both secondary and vocational schools. The schools follow the
prescribed programmes for the Intermediate and Iraving Certificate examinations.
The early years of the junior cycle are used as an obse,rvation period, during which
pupils are guided in the making of choices between different subjects and ac,tivities
within the school curricula. There are now 12 such schools attended by 2802
pupils cornprising 1.5 Vo of the post-primary school-going population.

(d) Community schools
Community schools are

of recent

establi,shment and at present

and a further 4O at various stages

of

3 are in

operation

construction and p,lanning. Educationally
they parallel the comprehensive schools and differ from them only iru
(a) that they are being established mainly in areas where secondary and vocational
schools already exist, by bringing together and/or replacing the edsting
schools;

(b) that they are financed directly from central funds and are manned directly by a
committee comprising religious authority, local nominees of the vocational
education committee and parents of children currently attending; and
(c) that they have generalized responsibilities regarding adult education and the
fostering of community activity.
4. Higher education (advanced training)

(a) Universitie
There are two universities in Ireland, the University of Dublin (Trinity College)
and the National University of lreland. Trinity College is a single entity; the
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in Dublin (with an
it tvtuyooothr) one in Cork and one in Galway. The universities
are autonomous in terms of their internal government, but as they are heavily
dependent on State subvention a degree of financial and planning control is
exercised through the Higher Education Authority. The duration of university

National University comprises three separate colleges, one
associated college

studies for primary degrees rang€s from three years (general arts degree) to six
years (medical degrees). Engineering and science degree courses are of four years
duration. Free places are not provided in the university but an extensive scheme of
student assistance is operated under the Higher Education Grants Act 1968'

(b) The Royal College of Surgeons in lrelarid
This College incorporated in 1784, conducts courses, awards higher qualifications
in surgery and licences to practise the profession.
(c) Colleges of education (teacher training colleges)
There are nine colleges recognized and aided by way of State grants for the training of teachers. Six of these are concerned with the training of primary school
teachers, two with the training of teachers of home economics for post-primary
schools and one with the training of teachers of physical education. In addition
the Department of Edu,cation operates a number of courses for the training of
teachers of practical subjects such as woodwork, metalwork and rural science.
Teacher courses are of two, or three years duration. The entry qualification to
training is the Leaving C€rtificate examination, or appropriate trade certificates in
the case of teachers of practical subjects.

(d)

Ile

National Institute for lrighsl Education, Limerick

The Ptanning Board and Director were appointed in 1970 and the first programof study to both diploma and degree level commenced in 1972' There are

mes

five areas of study, applie dscience, business studies, electronics, European studies,
secretarial science. This Institute is directly financed by the Department of Education pending confirmation of its establishment by statute.
(e) Colleges of technolory and regional colleges

These colleges operate under vocational education committees and within the
broad range of their functions, they provide higher education in the technical and
technological field and in the area of business studies. At the present time there
are twelve such colleges in Ireland. Their courses in higher education are of two
years duration for a certificate, three years for a diploma and four years for a
degree or its equivalent. The award-giving body is the National Council for
Educational Awards. Courses generally are directed in such a way as to facilitate
students in qualifying for membership of a variety of professional and sub-professional imtitutes.l
Courses for the training of technicrans (junior technicain and technician cour- ses) are also provided in technical and technological colleges. These coumes
are in the areas of applied sciences, all aspects of engineering and construction,
r firese associations (professional institutes) recruit, like

themembership people able to carry on the profession concerned.
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former corporations, by electing to

business studies, catering and para-medical.

duration

time.

A

if

The courses are

of two years

taken on a whole-time basis and somewhat longer if taken partfurther year of whole-time study, or its part-time equivalent, leads to

a highe,r technician qualification.

-

-

-

A small number of professional courses have developod within the technical/
technological college system. These courses are of four years' duration if taken
whole-time and take longer on part-time basis. The courses are generally
related to the technician disciplines already outlined but are broader and more
comprehensive in their coverage.
Courses of general adult education are supplied throughout the country in
vocational schools and technical colleges. These coruses are open to all who
wish to enrol. ln addition to their general and social function many of these
courses are of such a nature as to provide for an updating of skills and
knowledge for certain categories of workers. A substantial proportion of such
courses also leads to certification of a kind which can be the basis of upgrading
in existing employment, or of the acquisition of a new type of employment.

There are also technical assistant courses. Such courses are of one year's
duration if taken whole time, or two years duration if taken part-time. They
cover mainly secretarial training, training for distributive and clothing trades
and training for certain grades in hotel and catering work. Previously courses
of this type provided preliminary training for those wishing to enter employment in engineeriqg and construction, but such courses have now largely been
absorbed within the framework of gencral education.
Apprenticeship

to craft trades

(apprenticeship courses)

- of five years duration. Apprentices

in Ireland is at present

generally attend part-time courses specifi-

cally designed for the needs of their particular craft. The courses are of three
or four years duration and are concentrated very largely in technical colleges
though a number of trades are also catered for in a wider network of larger
vocational schools. A recent innovation on a pilot basis in a number of trades
has been the provision of the first year's training in an off-the-job situation.

lll.

-

Vocational tralnlng (outslde of lhe school)

Many pupils still enter employment on leaving the national school at t4 or 15
years. Some do supplement their primary education by day-release or night
courses.

Part-time courses are divided in accordance with different patterns
which take one or a combination of the following forms:

of

attendance

(a) Day release
Students are released from their employment for one full day per week during a
defined training period. This pattern is common in the case of the building and
motor-car engineering trades and in some junior technician and technical courses.
Students frequently supplement their day-time studies by attendance at related
evening courses.
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(b) Btockrelease
Under this sysGm trainees are released for a continuous block of time during each
year of their training. This block varies with the nature and the level of the course
and can extend from six weeks to six months. This systern is proving increasingly
popular in the craft trades, the average period of a release in these cases being
about eleven weeks per annum for each of four years. The longrer release periods
apply mainly in the catering area and the shorter release periods apply to certain
technician courses.
Cooperation with other departments and agencies involved
tional training is as follows:

in technical and

voca-

1. Students on certain part-time courses are released with pay from their employment and are further supported where necessary by the Industrial Training Authority (AnCO). This form of support applies in particular to apprenticeship courses

and to certain technician courses. Other lmrt-time students who

undertake

unstructured courses on their own initiative are generally self-supporting though in
the case of such courses fee levels in colleges are such that fee income represents
only a small fraction of cost.

2. The Department of Education cooperates with the Industrial Training Authority,
AnCO, in making available the education seryices for the achievement of the
objectives of the Industrial Training Act, 1967. This cooperation is secured
through educational representation on the council of AnCO and on the various
industrial training committees. A special AnCO/Bducation Liaison Committee
also exists to ensure suroothness of ooordination as betweern the technical and
vocational education system and the Industrial Training Authority. Areas of common grourd exist largely in the fields of apprentice and part-time technician training, in the training of supervisors and management persomel and in the provision
of courses of an updating variety. The part played by the educational system is
largely in the provision of cunicula, facilities and services for such cotuse. The
part played by the Industrial Tr,aining Authority is outlined separately.
.3. The Department of Education has close links with the Council for Education,
Recruitment and Training for the hotel and Catering Industry. This Council
which is dealt with in a subsequent submission operates both a pre-service and an
in-service training programme for all grades of personnel employed in the hotel

and catering inrdustry. The major portion

lnrtion of the

of the

pre-service programme and a

in-service programnoe is provided by the technical education system.

4. The Department of Agriculture and Fisheri,es provides for agricultural education
at all levels except that of university level graduates in agriculture. The Department of Education cooperates with the Department of Agriculture in the provision
of certain pre-service and in-service courses for the farming population. Special
liaison arrangeme,nts exist between the two Departments.

of Defence o,perates its own training systems for military
personnel. The Department of Education cooperates by the provision of training
courses for army apprentices and by the provision of other courses on request.
5. The Department

6. Further examples of cooperation between the Department of Education and
other Departments and bodies occur in the area of health in the training of medical
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laboratory technicians, dieticians, opticians, health inspectors and hospital adminis-

trators and in certain areas of rehabilitation training; with ,the Department of
Justice in the qperation of industrial and reformatory schools; with the Institute

of Public Administration in the operation of courses in public administration and
with the Irish Management Institute in the fields of management and sulnrvisory
training.

lV.,

-

Genera! development and alms

The main subsequent developments

in

educatio,nal policy

that are relevant have

resulted from studies undertaken in conjunction with OECD in the early sixties
which indicated a deficiency in technically skilled manpower in Ireland, principally
in the technician category. The general import of such reports (fhe Training of
Technicians in lreland, OECD (1964); Investmen:t in Education, OECD (1965);
Science and Irish Economic Development OECD (1966)) was that the requisite
technician manpower for projected areas of industrial growth would need to be
provided by greatly increased facilities for the education and training of this
manpower. In the light of these reports the following educational policies having
a bearing on vocational and technical training were initiated and are still in the
cours€ of development:

1. Educational courses in vocational schools were extended from two/three years
to five/six years to cover the normal span of post-primary schooling.
2. Programmes in practical subiects, woodwork, metalwork, mechanical drawing,
commerce, etc., were revised, extend.ed and incorporated into the various exa.mination stages of ge,neral education. The Intermediate Certificate examination which
is taken in ge,neral education at the end of the junior pos,t pnimary cycle now
includes woodwork, metalwork, mechanical drawiog, cofilmsrce, etg., as zubjects.
The Leaving Certificate which is the terminal certificate of general education now
includes building construction, engineering workshop practice and theory, technical
drawing, accountancy, business organization, etc., as subjects.
.3. Facilities for the teaching of practical and technical subjects in post-primary
schools are being extended and made available to a wider spectrum of pupils.

4. Structural problems within the educational system which tended to restrict p,upil
choice and to weight post-primary curricula on the academic side are gradually
being solved through the encouragement of a wider subiect range and the provision

of the necessary facilities.

J. A

Steering Committee on Technical Educatio,n reported to the Minister in April
1967 and recommended the establishment of nine regional tech"raical colleges.
Seven of these colleges are now in operation and an eighth is in the course of
construction. In the ninth case local and national circumstances led to a decision
to establish separately a senion technical school and an institute of higher education. The latter is already in operation and its further development as well as that
of the senior technical school is at an advanced stage of planning. These colleges,
together with the facilities already edsting in Dublin and Cork cater for the bulk
of whole-time and part-time education at trade and technician levels and p,rovide
also for a number of professional diploma qualifications.
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6. The further extension policy

measures already outlined include:

Continued cooperation with ttr,e Industrial Training Authority (AnCO). This
cooperation takes the form of representation, advice and provision and development of services allied to ard included in the educational system for the purpos€s
of vocational and technical training as an integral part of vocational and technical
education.

Cooperation with other training agencies such as CERT (Council for Education,
Recruitment and Training in the Hotel and Catering Industry) in the provision ol
educational and training facilities and programmes both on a pre-servic.e and on an
in-service basis.

Cooperation with other Government Departments in defining and making available
the necessary educational services related to their particular programm€s.

ANNEX
Special schools
Schools

for handicapped children

Provisions by way of special classes are recent developments but on the increase.
strch classes are held for children with defective hearing or sight' Further' there
are some schools for mentally handicapped children as well as for emotionally
disturbed.
Schools

in rural areas

National schools are accessible to all children-largely also due to subsidized
transport. Yet a major problern is still caused by the unequal distribution of the
lnpulation. This is evidenced by the still large number of small primary schools
two.and-three teacher schools. A minor problem is also existent for the
-often
snr,all inhabited islands for which it is difficult to obtain qualified teachers. Urban
areas as Dublin thus have, on the other extreme, insufficiency problems
to classrooms and staff.
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in

regard

DENMARK

NOTE: The Danish Parliament is at presett debating a far-reaching refornt ol
elementary education on the basis of a bill subrnitted in January 1973 by the
Minister of Education. This biU is a revised version of the one which the Minister
made public in July 1972. It folloved (for further reference), the declaration of
Parliament in 1969 known as the Nine Point Prograntme which had set out the

principles on v,hich a complete relorm of the educational system should be based.
Most of the points of this new legislation were well received and the draft is
likely to pass Parliament in autumn 1973 and corne into force from the begirtning

ol

the school year 1974-75.

The draft bill 'Forslag til lov om folkeskolen' shall be relerred to in this texl
will be sum-

when applicable to a spccific sectiort of the educational systent and
marized in the section dealing with general development and aims.

Furthermore., there have been important amendments made to legislation on the
Public Primary School (ertension of compulsory education), Vocational Training
(basic education linked to that of the 'Gymnasium', or upper secondary school),

Higher Education (Uriversity Centres), and Leisure-time Instruction.

These

efforts to promote integratiort will also be mentioned.

l,

-

Legal bases and competences

1. School education

In a number of educational laws, or Acts, introduced in 1958, the basis of the
modern Danish educational system has b:en established. Both the Plimary Education Amendment Act and the Grammer Schools Act of 1958 had set the trend for
schools in the new industrialized society. The Danish Constitution entitles the
children of compulsory school age to free tuition at public schools. Those who
would rather provide privately for the education of the children may do so, as lo,ng
as the private arrangements are of the general primary requirements.
Freedom in education allowing for coexistence of a public educational service and
private schools receiving State aid subject to supei'vision, is a basis principle in
Denmark.

Primary schools are the responsibility of local government, but the State makes
large grants towards maintaining them. Most grammar schools, and courses Ieading to higher preparatory examinations, are run either by State or loca.l governments.

Regulations for curricula are issued by the Ministry of Euducation, but as far as
the primary and lower secondary schools are concerned such regulations are to be
considered as suggestions, the municipal authorities having the power to issue cur-
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riculum regulations. Teachers are free to use any relevant textbook and teaching
method. The Ministry does not approve textbooks for general education nor does
it make suggestions; the final examinations are State examinations supervised by
the Ministry of Education.

In regard to the central administration, the Ministry of Education is responsible
for all branches of general education, for training of primary and lower secondary

schoolteachers, technical and cornmercial training, agricultural training and higher
education. Ttre 'Department' (departmental authority) is the secretariat for the
Minister; it prepares bills, issues acts, subsidizes edueation, administers funds and

the like. Four Directorates are in charge of the administration below university

level:

-

Directorate for Primary and Lower Secondary Education and Teaching Training;
Directorate for Higher Secondary Education;
Direetorate for Youth and Adult Education; and
Directorate for Technical and Vocational Education.

The local and regional administration of the Folkeskolen (public primary-lower
in the hands of the education committee (Skolekommissionen)
and the local municipa.l council (Kommunalbestyrelsen). The teachers council
(I-aererradet) consisting of all teachers employed by each school, is to be consulted
on all important matters. Private primary and lower seco,ndary schools are not
under local authority supervison. Higher secondary schools are either State
schools (under direct Ministry control) or municipal schools. Private institutions

secondary schools) is

are under limited control by the Ministry.

2. Vocational training
Technical, commercial, and other vocational schools are not under regional or
local municipal administration. They a,re self-governing, under the direct supervision of the Ministry of Education.

A school board (Bestyre;lse) composed of representatives of employers' organizations, trade unions, and municipal authorities, is in charge of the school. The

board may be further advised by local joint trade committees (Fagkomiteer).
Technical colleges (feknika) are also self-governing and administered by independent bodies.

The Apprenticeship Act of 1956 governs the approval of the commercial and
technical schools and established rules for those rvho enter into an apprenticeship
cantract. Acco,rding to the Act, there must be full all-round training provided in
the trade with traditional training supplemented at technical schools.
Apprenticeship contracts may be entered into between a young person of not less
than 14 years of age who has completed compulsory educatiorU and a private firm
or enterprise recognized for the purpose of training in an approved field.

The apprenticeship contract must be written on a standard form approved by the
trade committee concerned and the contract has to be approved by the local public
employ ment of f ice (labour exchange).
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For every approved trade or allied branch a committee, the trade committee
(faeliep faellesudvalg) is $et up. The trade committee, composed of an equal
number of employers and representatives of the labour unions are advisory groups
to the Ministry of Edueation, the Directorate of Labour, and to the National
Apprenticeship Council concerning all questions related to apprenticeship training

and the protection of apprentices.

The trade committee makes recomrnendations to the National Apprenticeship
Council concerning rules and curriculum to be applicable in their trades. The
National Apprenticeship Council, consisting of representatives of employers' organizations, labour organizations and Ministries, then lays down rules to be submitted
to th,e Public Labour Exchange Office to ensure that each apprenticeship contract

will include all rules.

The National Apprenticeship Council thus administers and implements all provisions of the Apprenticeship Act and may arbitrarily discuss any point within the

Act and submit findings to the Governrnent.

It is the duty of each trade committee to enforce the rules within their authority.
They may inspect workshops and examine qualifications and working conditions.
Disputes between an employer and an apprenrtice may be appraised and settled
before the Arbitrators' Court.

Vocational education and training axe at present

in a state of transition, and a
committees oomposed of administrators, educators, and labour market
representatives have been studying various aspects of vocational education for the
number
16

to

of

19 age group.

it should be further noted that in 1960, the Folketing passed an Act on
Occupational Training of Non-Skilled Workers which applies to all who are
employed in or seek non-skilled work, and who are over 18 years of age. The Act
outlines a system of training consisting of separate 'self-contained' courses for the
training of the non-skilled.
Thus

In the spring of 1972, a law also passed in Parliament concerning the experimental,
vocational education, which until 1975/76 is expected to form the framework
around planned experimental activity. Through this law a gradual rising of student
enrolment in the experimental vocational education is expected. A Research
Council has been set up to plan and carry out experiments and cooperate with
other types of education for the 16 to 19 age group.

All individual training experiments start with one year basic training, which takes
place in school, and includes basic information and introduction within the voca-

tional area. Students get the same wage from the State as is allotted to apprentices
in their first year but are not bound by an apprenticeship contract. The students
continue their training inside a selected educational area, normally with interchangeable practice and schooliug. A traineeship agreement is made as soon as
on-the-job training begins. Apprenticeship training is io be replaced by an amended
form of vocational trainiog.
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ll.

-

Educailon and vocatlona'l tralnlng In school

NOTE: Compulsory education has until recently been seven years, starting when
the child reaches thl age of seven. Having finished the seventh school year, he has
up to now been able to continue on a voluntory basis in the eighth, ninth and
tinth f orms, or in the ' real' department with the possibility of entering the
'gymnasiutn'.
1969, Parliament requested the Government to draft a
BiU concerning the proloigation of compulsory education, so as to make the eighth
year
in schoil compulsory from lg72/73, and the ninth year as from 1973/74.
'Education
in the eight aid ninth years wiII comprise certain central subiects and
optional ones. Time may also be spent in further education or youth centres.

By Resolution of 30 May

Regarding the structure of the primary school,
an unintetupted nine-year course.

it tvould

appear that the aim wiII be

1. Pre-school education (2112 to 7 years)

is a distinction to be made between the nursery school or kindergarten
(bdrnehave) and the pre-school c/css (bflrnehaveklasse). The formet, the nursery
icirool, is intended foi children whose mother cannot keep them occupied throughThere

out the day because of theh work or lack of proper facilities. There is a varie'ty of
such alldiy or half-day care nursery schools which are subsidized by a private or
local authority as well as by parental fees paying part of the costs.
1966 an Act was passed in accordance with which all schools were allowed to
These classes are free and comprise two or three daily
establish pre-school
"lort"t.toward the 5 to 7-year olds and use the nursery school
lessons. ihey *e geared

In

of in-and-outdoor play, employing media and other modern pdagogical
of education. Besides many nurseries and nursery schools, there ar€
crEches and children's clubs in many institutions througlhout Denmark' Children
are taught care of pets and cleanliness and health rules there. Neighbourhmd
method

methods

pensioners may serve as 'assistant teachers' while nursery school teachers are
required to have thorough training-college background.

Within the present reform of elementary education, provisions are made for more
organized gioup life. Pre-school education is to provide stimulation of intellectual
abilities particularly for the handicapped or disadvantaged children. A defined
curriculum remains the exclusive preserve of the compulsory school.

2.

Primary and lower secondary education

Compulsory education will in the future terminate at the end of the school year in
which the pupil has completed normal school instruction for 9 years. (Extension

to cover 9 years made through Act concerning Arnendment to Act governing

the

'Folkeskole' of 17 April 1972).
Compulsory education may be fulfilled through attendance of 'Folkeskole' or
private school irutruction-the on'ly requirement being that instruction given
should be comparable to that offered in the 'Folkeskole'.
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' (municipal public schml) consists of the elementary school
(Hovedskole) for children within the compulsory education age range, the
lower secondary no'n-examination depa.rtment (S-10 klasse), and the lower

(a) The 'Folkeskole

secondary examination department (Realafdelingen).

The great majority of Danish children receive their basic general education in
these publicly-provided primary schools or 'Folkeskolen'. About 95 Vo attend
these schools.

(b) The elementary schools ar Hovedskolen cover the first 7 years of compulsory
education. No differentiation or 'streaming' takes place and no examinations
are held during this period. Children advance through the 7-year comprehen
sive course according to age, progress, and ability.

As foreign language and mathematics instruction takes place in the 5th to 7th
forms, some differentiation can take place.
(c) After the 7th form, children can continue in the 8th, 9th and lfth forms of
the lower secondary non-examination department or in the lst to 3rd forms
of the lower secondary examination departmenl (Realafdelingen).

The Amendments passed in 1972 make it possible that the extended compulsory education (8th and 9th forms) may also be fulfilled through instruction
outside of the 'Folkeskole', for example as through courses at continuation
schools and youth schools. (Note: under very special circumstances pupils
can begin vocational training after completing the 7th or 8th school year).
Acoording to the new Act of 17 April 1972, the decision whether a pupil
(after having been found qualified for promotion from the 7th to the 8th form)
should be admitted to the Lst 'real' form is now to be made in consultation
between pupil, parents, and school.

NOTE: In due time, the expansion of the compulsory education years is expected
comprehensive school (9 basic school years and a sapplementary l1th
year) envisaging that the ' real' department may be abolished in its present form.

to lead to a

3. Education ot the

15 (16)

to 19-year-old age group and its divisions

(a) Ettr, 9th (anrl 10th) school years continued general education with possibilities of
differentiation:

Optional subjects may be studied in 10 weekly lessons in the 8th form, 14 weekly
lessons in the 9th form, and 16 weekly lessons in the l0th form. Most choose
English, typing, home economics, or workshop activities. Instruction must not be
vocationally biased. At the termination of the 9th and 10th forms, the pupils may
sit for an examination, the leaving examination (Statskontrollerede Prlve efter 9.
eller 10. klasse) for which a certificate is issued. Should they not sit for an examination, they are entitled to receive a report on their aptitudes and attainments.

(b) Etb 9ft (101h) school years terminating with preparatory technical examination:
Those who have studied mathematics, physics, chemistry and a foreign language
may at the termination of form 9 or 10, sit for the preliminary technical examina-
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rioz (feknisk Forberedelseseksamen) and, at the termination of the 10th fo'rrr, for
the interrnediate technical examination (Udvidet Forberedelseseksamen)'

Those who pa.ss the preliminary can continue their studies for the qualifications as
technicians, while suicessful candidates at the intermediate technical examination
level may enter technical coltreges (Teknika).

(c) sth to 10th school years teminating with the 3 real' examination:
Pupils (within the lower secondary eyamination department) are admitted to the
lst form of the 'real' department from the 7th form of the main school accordrng
to thei,r abilities and wishes. The 'rearl' department comprises three forms. The
curriculum includes Englistr, German, mathematics, and science subjects. Latin
and/or French are optional. Successful candidates receiving the lower secondary
school leaving examinmtion (Realeksamen) are admitted to several middlelevel
fields of education, to technical colleges (upon workshop or apprenrticeship training) as well as to courses leading to the higher preparatory examination'

Those who have not attended the 'real' department rndy prepare also for
the' Realeksamen' at day or evening coursestor the duration of I to 2 years.

NOTE:

(d) 2 school years terminating with lhe higher preparatory examination; access afler
having passed the 'real t examination or lhe 10th form
Courses leading to the higher preparatory eramination ate generally open to any
pupil having rotti"iunt educational background. Most have aheady passed the
iowrr srcoodary school examination or the loaving examination at the completiolr
of 10th form. Courses leading to the higher preparatory examination (Hdere
Forbe,redelseseksamen) are an alternative to matriculation at universities and other
poot+econdary institutions (established under provision of Act of 8th June 1966).
There are no special requirements for entrance to the two-year oourses in preparation for this examin^ation, but most pupils have already passed the lower secondary
school leaving examination or the leaving examination at the end of the 10th form.
Candidates must, however, have oompleted their 18th year before they sit for the

examination. The curriculum comprises a wide ralrge of subjects, regulated through
a required number of 'credits' and divided into 4 half-year syllabuses.
Candidates may sit

for examination in one or more

subject(s) at the time or

for all

in one examination.
Passes in the higher preparatory examination give access to teacher training colleges and to certain other fields of education. Also it is now possible to gain access

post-secondary education provided that the
subjects offered for the examination are relevant to the field of study the candidate
wishes to pursue at the post-secondary level.

to universities and other institutions of

t
(e) Eth to 9th (10th) school years preparatory to hansf,er to the 3 years 'gmnasium

(higher secondarSr se-hool) terminating with the 6 studentereksamen

t (or higher

secondary sc:hool leaving examination)

Admission to the gymnasium is obtained from the 2nd form of the lower secondary examination departurent (or Realafdelingen-'real' department) on the basis

-
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of a

statement issued

considered

About

l/3

by the school to the effect that the pupil in question is
studies at the gymnasium level.

'qualified' or 'perhaps qualified ' for
of.

the pupils have, however, passed the 'Realeksamen' befor entering.

The gymnasium is divided into two lines: the language and. the mathematics lines.

After the lst g. form pupils are divided aocording to fields of study into the fol-

lowing branches: The language line: classical and modern languages, and civics.
The mathematics line: rnathematics-physics, natural sciences and civics.

The final examination at the termination of the 3rd g. form, the Studentereksamen
(higher secondary schoo,l leaving examination), is a matriculation examination
giving access to trniversities and other institutes of higher education. However,
entrance to certain faculties is open only to students having passed in particular
branches, a,nd students from other branches a^re obliged to pass a subsidiary examination in subjects relevant to their future field of study.

NOTE: ' Studentereksamenskursus' (Courses leading to the higher secondary
school leaving exanzination) are provided for pupils wishing to sit for this examination without having attended the gymnasium. Access to such a 2-year, day or
evening course is open to students having passed the Realeksamen.
In April 1972 a new form of
to facilitate access to higher

at the gymnasiums in order
education for students whose education in one or
more specific fields does not satisfy the demands of the institutes of higher educacourses was established

tion.
These supplementary courses are open to the following groups of students:
(1) Students having passed the lower secondary schoo,l leaving examination, the
higher secondary school leaving examination, the higher preparatory examination,
the higtrer commercial examination or a similar examination. It is furthermore a
condition for admission that the student, after having passed final examination in
the necessary subjects taught at the supplementary coursg fulfills the corditions
for gaining access to the relevant institute of higher education.
(2) The supplennentary courses are furthermore open to students who in other

ways have obtained permission to study at an institute of higher education on
the condition that the final examination in one or mord subjects is passed at
the supplementary course.
The supplementary courses started in August 1972.

4. Technical and vocational education - 16 to l9-year-old age group 'experimental vocational education'

At the

leve,l

of secondary

education a distinction is made between general secon-

dary education (ruppr secondary school leaving examination and higher prepara-

tory eiamination)

is today covered by
of vocational training.

and, secondary vocational education which

a,pprenticeship training and certain other types

The purpose of general secondary education has been mainly to give access to
studies at the poat secondary level, whereas vocational education is to lead to

further vocational qualifications. A comprehensive reform of vocational education
and training has and is continually being discussed and proposed as there ought to
be possibilities for transition between the various types of secondary education.
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In accordance with the Parliamentary Resolution of 1969 in which it is stipulated
that after the 9th year of school it shall be possible for the pupils to continue in

the l0th year or to initiate a broad vocational education, a special committer had
been appointed by the Ministry of Education to revise legislation so as to create a
better butuo"" between the vocational education-systems and those of the 'rymnasium'. In connectio,n with this committee, a Bill for Experimental Vocational
Education was passed by the Parliament in June L972 with effect as from August
1,972.

(a) One of the principles in the new experimental vocational education phase is
that the decisions regarding the vocational choice should be postpo'ned for as long
as possible. In this *uy, iach person is ensured a realistic background for their
decision making regarding a future vocational or educational choice. It will be
easier for them at a later period to have access to further education and retraining
opportunities. The Bill provides the initiation of erperimental vocational educa'
tion, in order to obtair an educational system with a vocational education for
young persons, closely connected in structure and contents with the 'gymnasium'.
fni, p-gtamme has teen so far initiated in the field of trade and business, and in
the field of services (hairdressers, tailors, etc.)
A common feature of the experimental vocational education system is to have one
year of basic education in which teaching is done in general subjects (civics,
ianguages) and also in subjects common to the entire professional field in que_stion.
nurttrermore, emphasis is placed on teaching the pupfu the techniques of studying,

library science, workshof theory, etc. Included
information within the vocational area in question.

is thoro,ugh and fundamental

NOTE: The education in general subjects is seen from 4 wish to strengthen
elements ol development ol personality und to create a background for the participation of the young in the democratization processes, as well as open tnore possibtlities of education to them.

In the technical part of the education, there is a gradual specialization as the
students select successively the area which is of special interest to them. Vocational guidance becomes thus an important link. When nearing the end of the
basic course, the pupils, having received advice from the teachers, choose the
special occupation or trade for which they feel best qualified.
Should the pupil not wish to continue within the field

in

question, he may choose

another.

Or else, having completed the strort coulse in a chosen branch, he may work as a
semi-skilled worker (specialist worker), or he may choose another post-secondary
instruction within technical education. Those who choose to continue the vocational education receive both intensified instruction in vocational disciplines and
continued education in general subjects lasting 2 to 3 years.

(b) Furthermore, there are vocational courses, as in the fields of construction and
transport offered at the youth schools (Ungdomsskoler) to pupils in the 16 to 18
a,ge group. These last 2 Years.
(c) Vocational training courses of 3 weeks' duration for persons over 18 years of
age have been organired for actually employed non-skilled workers or for skilled

-
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workers who aJe obliged to change over to other fields of employment. The trainee
must be engaged in actual industrial practioe between the courses. At the end of
most of these courses, the participants axe given the chance to pass a test for
which they receive a certificate.

(d) In several trades a course system is organized comprising up to 6 courses
enabling the pupil to pass from one course to another with employment be,tween
the courses.

(e) There are further commercial schools (flandelsskoler) (commercial examination) and the higher commercial schools (Handelsgymnasier) (higher commercial
examination).

kssons are offered in day and evening

classes.

5. Higher education and advanced training

(a) There are four Universities: Copenhagen, Aarhus, Odense and the recently
in Roskilde.

opened University

NOTE: The pressure on university education underwent a significant increase,
partly on account ol the general increase of students and because many short-term
training courses (teachers, dentists, etc.) were forced to introduce 'numerus clausus' owing to lack ol space, whereas the universities continued to accept anyone
holding a school-leaving certif icate.

Much discussion has taken place recently regarding the development of centres for
higher education and research in which 'integration' between people of the centre,
residents nearby, but also between single disciplines is emphasized. Integration is
ensured through Z-year basic courses in various fields on an interdisciplinary level,
such as at the University of Roskilde, A student can then choose among a great
number of post-secondary disciplines and has better chances of transfer. It has
also been recommended to let teachers' fyainin,g colleges form part of the university
centres as well, so that the centres comprise a long series of post-secondary education.

(6) There is an additional wide range of advanced technical training courses at
many levels usually taking place at technological institutes (teknologiske institutter)
or technical schools (tekniske skoler). Training standards are brought up to date
at intervals with industry and new courses of training are continuously being
developed.

Advanced education in e,ngineering is provided by the technical University of
Denmark, by the Danish Academy of Engineers, and by nine technological colleges (teknika) in various cities throughout Denmark.
6. Other torms ol tormal education

(a) Youth schools (Ungdomsskoler)
These are volun'tary schools for young people in the age group 14 to 18 years.
Youth school instruction may be €rven in the form of day or evening classes.
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fnstruction at youth schools may comprise:

1. Special subjects courses such as care

of

infants and young children, foreign

languages, metalwork, etc.

2. Preparatory

co;urses leading

to certain lower secondary examinations.

3. Vocational basic training for young people who are not attending schools for
apprentices.

NOTE: On the municipal level, each young person between 14 and 18 years of
age receives a yearly specified offer of free attendance at the municipal youth
school.
Special instruction may be provided for young retarded readers and for those suffering from mental and physical handicaps.

O) Youth boarding schools (Ungdomskostokoler)
These school.s offer courses

of 2 to 10 months' duration. The €ducational aim

is

similar to that of youth schools.

(c) Continuation schools (Efterskoler)
These schools are boarding schools offering courses the main putpos€

of which is

to provide the students in the age group t4 to 18 years with an all-round, character
developing general education. Continuation rchools may offer prqparatory courses
leading to certain lower secondary school examinations.

The majority of continuatio,n schools offer courses of 8 to 10 months' duration.
(d) Agricultural schools (Lanrlbrugsskoler)
These schools are residential and their objectives are

to give young people a

grounding in the theory and practice of agriculture.

(e) Ilome economics schools (Ilusholilningsskoler)
These schools are residential providing training, theoretical as well as practical, in
the field of home economics and also instruction in aertain general education
subjects. Courses are of 3 to 5 months' duration.

(D Eveni"g schools (Aftenckoler)
Instruction is open to all persons past the statutory school leaving age.

The subjects generally taught at evening classes are civics and cultural subjects,
ordinary school subjects and slightly vocationally biased subjects. Facilities may
be provided

for more

as special instruction

systematic studies and also

for recreational activities as well

for the handicapped.

G) Evening high schools (Aftenh/iskoler)
Further education is provided at the same level as the folk high schools.
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(h) University exlension courses (Folkeuniversiteitsvir*somhed)

Irctures and expert instruction tlrough various cours€s are given free
to the public regarding generally current topics such as modern science etc.

of

charge

(i) Folk high schools (Folkeh/iskoler)
Particular importance is placed on providing an all-round general education. The
instruction does not aim at training the students for any specific vocation nor
preparing them for any examination The main purpose is directly related to
character development and creating social awareness. Usually, folk high schools
are intended for those above age 18, but there are rlo specific entrance requirements.

lll.

|.

-

Vocatlonal tralning (outside ol the school)

Apprenticeship training (Laerlinge uddannelse)

Apprenticeship contracts may be entered into between a young person of not less
than 14 years of age who has completed his compulsory education, and a private
firm or enterprise recognized for the purpose of training in an approved field of
commerce, office or retail trade, handicraft, or industry in, which the practical
training is to take place.

Training is obligatory for persons wanrting to become skilled workers. A characteristic feature of, vocational training in Denmark is that instruction at technical
and commercial schools is accompanied by practical training in workshop or
industrial plants.

Both

asprccts

outside and inside

of school will be discussed below as they are not

able to be separated in an analysis.

(a) Apprenliceship within commerce, office and rctail trade
Applicants for apprenticeship training must have passed the examination at the
termination of the 9th form of the public school or any other corresponding or
higher examination.
The period of training is from 2 to 4 yqus depending on age and previous education. In addition to the practical training in the office or shop of the person or
firm responsible for this training the appreoltice must attend a Butikslaerlingeskole
(retail shop apprentice schoof or a Kontorlaerlingeskole (ollrce-apprentice schoo[),
for a total of 720 to 800 lessons of day school instruction as preparation for passing the Handelsmedhjaelpereksamwt (commercial assistants exarnination) if they
have not already passed the"Handelseksamen (commercial examination).

After having finished the apprenticeship training period and passed the Handelsmedhjaelpereksamen the apprentice will receive a Laerewev (certificate of complet ed apprcntice ship training).
Government-subsidized commercial schools, may

be classified into the following

categories according to their scope and programmes offered:

-

1,09

-

-

Schools

for

shop and olfice apprentices:

The schools for apprentices are to provide the theoretical instruction as
in the Apprentices Act. This instruction is compulsory and is terminated through a State-controlled leaving examination, the so-called shop and

prescribed

office assistants examination.

-

Schools

lor

shop and office assistants

The period of study is one year, and instruction is given as day courses. The
pupili are being prepared for a State-supervised examination, the commercial
ixamination, *hi"h may be passed in any one of 4 branches: (i) general' (ii)
accounting, (iii) languages or (iv) shop branch.

O) Apprenticeship within handicraftu and indushy
Apprenticeship training of young people as craftsmen and skilted workers

in

handi-

and industry usually begins between the age of 1,4 and 18 when 7 to 10
years of general compulsory education is completed. If the employed person is
under the age of 18 years and is engaged to perform skilled work, an apprentice.
ship contract in writing is compulsory. 'Skilled work' is defined as work in any
field which is recognized in the law as a trade (skilled occupation). There are
about 100 recognized trades and many of these are divided into sections with
sub-branches so that an apprentice in fact may choose among some 160 educational

crift

fields.

The length of the apprenticeship taining must be specified

in the contract.

The

general rule is that the training period must not exceed 4 years.

The training period may be extended in case of illness, if the apprentice wants to
participate in a theoretical course, or he wants supplementary education in a
ioreign country (up to I year). In other cases the National Apprenticeship Council
may allow exceptions if they iudge it appropriate. Rules for remuneration for the
entire training period must be stipulated in the written contract. Wages are usually
fixed as a certain percentage (progressive in relation to the number of years
employed) of a journeyman's wages. The journeyman's wages are negotiated
through collective agreements made by the Employe,rs' Confederation and the
trade unions.
The employer is obliged to pay for the instruction of the apprentice at the technical
school, the expenses for the iourneyman's test and also for expenses in connection
with the health insurance of the apprentice.

The appremtice has a right to vacation comprising 18 week days
each year of the whole period of apprenticeship.

(with fulI pay) in

The first 6 months of the training period are considered as being a mutual trial periott

for both employer and apprentice.

If

the apprenticeship commences with technical

school attendance the trial period may be extended up to the time spent at school.

Apprentices are reloas€d with full pay during certain periods each year of their
to attend technical schools. The curriculum of the technical schools
iniluAes both practical and theoretical instruction. The length of the period of
training varies from 3 weeks to 16 weeks of full-day school attendance.

apprenticeship

-
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The apprentice training peri,od laid down by contract shall be utilized in such a
way as to give the most comprehensive training possible. At the end of the spcified time the apprentice must take a journeyman's test. Evidence of the test must
be presented to the apprentice.

If

the apprenrtice is unabl,e to pass the test through negligence on the part of the
fulfill the contracted training, the ernployer is liable for compensation
to the apprentice. The amount is fixed according to settleme,nt by the Arbitrator's

employer to
Court.

NOTE: At the latest revision of the Apprenticeship Act

in

1956 several innova-

tions were introduced:

-

It

was made compulsory

for all apprentices to attend technical

schools.

The education at the technical schools was changed lrom evening schools to
day schools.

The education at the technical schools is given in classes
same level

The

of training.

classes

for

apprentices at the

are attended by apprentices from the same or closely related trades.

2. Training ol technicians

The training of technicians takes place at technical schools, and the instruction
given aims at qualifying the students for the following functions:

Construction, development and research; production, operation and maintenance;
quality control, testing and measuring; administration.

The training of technicians is organized in two main groups intended respectively
for:
(1) young people without any previous practical training; and for
(2) skilled workers

in

special fields

of trade and handicraft (not treated in

this

report).

to courses for technicians must ordinarily have passed the preparatory
technical examination at the termination of the 9th form of the public school or

Entrants

the final examination frorn tbe

'real'

department (Realeksamen).

Example:

Technical assistants (draughtsmen, calculators and engineering assistants).
These qualifications are obtained through attending a two-year sandwich course
with two six-months theoretical courses intemrpted by 12 months practical training

in industry or in a construction

e"lrterpriso.

Students who have already been employed in industry or in the building and the
construction trades as unskilled workers may qualify through evening courses over
a period of two years.

Many other kinds of 'sandwich courses' and theoretical course schemes are organized for the nurnsrous technical branches.
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3. Further training schemes

(a) Further training opportunities exist within the beforementioned vocational basic
training schemes offered by the municipal youth schools:
These young persons who accept this free offer, have a legal right
in the subjects and streams of their own choice:
Qsnsyal education, youth school courses;
- Qssysss leading to an examination;
- Vocational basic training.

-

During the lessons the main point is the achievement

to

education

of practical experience

by the pupils.
Lessons are reserved for general orientation, labour relations, and labour
safety as well as on vocational training proper.

O) The 'expe,rimental vocational education' has been discussed under point II.
lV,

-

Genera! development and almg

Denmark has an excellent record of achievements in innovative school models and
integrative teaching experiments as well as in adult and leisure education.

In recent

years efforts have been made on all levels to render the Danish educational system as flexible as possible. A comnr,on feature in the amendments and
proposed reforms is the promotion of integration and social awareness, among
irdividual disciplines and among parts of the system. Transition from non academic to academic studies is for example to be made feasible.
Some of the important proposed changes

-

or new conce,pts follow:

The concept of the 'toy library' (where children may borrow on a regular
basis educational toys), that of the 'adventure playground' or the 'democratic
school' have been unique examples of self-expression and self-knowledge
plaoed above academic qualifications.

-

At Rpdovre, a suburb of Copenhagen, the Ministry of Education has established, for example, a youth town. The town contains shops, workshops,
agricultural laboratorieg schools and housing acco,mmodations for the children. The 'youth town' is inte,nded to serve as the experimental centre for

the classes 8 to 10. During their stay there the pupils are divided into
'families' of 4 persons who live together at the cfltrtre. There is theonetical
as well as vocational guidance and many arrangem,ents for teamwork. 3
schools, on the level of gymnasium are operating on a basis of self-democracy
where students and teachers qlterate on equal levels and co'determine the

-

policy of the school and content of the courses.
Denmark's principal export can be called the 'folk high school' which has
spread to ottrer countries in Europe in more or less variant forms. The characteristic feature is its chief concern with subjects of human and social appeal to
the individual. One of the most well known is People's College at Elsinore
attracting many international students. The College has been described as a

-
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'school for life, not for a position

in life' and does not ask for

academic

qualifications nor does it conduct exanninations.

Many of the

'folk high schools' offer for part of the year short

courses on a

weekly basis for the level of adult education.

-

Great importance has been attached to short basic courses, teaching of 'techniques
of life.

of study'

an'd methodology so that education can continue at

all

stages

The Leisure-Time Education Aot (1968) opened increased opportunities for
example, fo,r leisure-time. students to pass examinations for entry to technical
establishments (wherg thereafter, one may also qualify for post-secondary

technical education).
Regarding the currently proposed reforms on the reorganization of compulsory
education, the emphasis has been placed on making the 'Folkeskole' in the
future a school for general education without a vocational bias. It should comprise both primary and lower secondary education including the 9 years of compulsory schooling and a further year.

Bill are as follows:
The pupils of the same year will stay together throughout the whole Folkeskole
for the' common core' main subjects.
All pupils would be eligible to enter the gymnasium.
Markings will be replaced by written subject reports.
Contemporary social studies will become compulsory in the upper forms of the
folkeskole, and compulsory environmental and consumer education will also be

Some main points of the present

-

introduced in these forms.
New optional subjects will be introduced, such as computer training, psychology, sociology, economics and career advice/occupational guidance.
Collaboration between the school and the parents will be increased, and teaching will be planned jointly by the teachers and the pupils.

The teaching of religon should comrnunicate knowledge and not take the form
of a sermon.
In order to help pupils realize their personal qualifications and interests, there
have and will be o,rganized 'practice in the trade' affangements of 1, to 2
weeks as well as visits to certain other undertakings.

-

The 'experimental vocational education' scheme is expected to accelerate in
development and student enrolment.

It

hopes

to depart fro'm a pas,t concept

whereby young people were placed, from the slarl

of their training within

rather narrow confines of the educational system.

ANNEX
Special se-hools

Spcial institutions for mentally and physically ha:rdicapped children are provided
either in special classes or in special schools at all levels of Danish general education.
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Handicapped chililren can, at all levels, remain and be instructed in the ordinary
school environment if their parents so wish and are able to take care of the children at home. Special State schools exist for those not attending special instruction

in public or private primary schools, Extensive advisory work is also carried out
on behalf of children below school age. All blind and deaf children are subject to
general compulsory school attendance, and can get advanced education at special
schools where they also receive speech training. Special care oovers a range of
medical, educational, and social provisions and includes special treatment, vocational training, foster care, personal guidanoe, and maintenance support.

'Observation instruotion programmes' organized by school psychology advisory
services and cooperation with the Children and Young People's Service ensure that
all handicapped pupils are given optimal educational opportunities correqponding
to their capacities and talents.

It is to be noted that parenrts who keep severely handicapped children at home can
obtain financial assistance to cover extra costs resulting from their handicap.
Homes for spastic children are in Odense and Copenhagen and residential schools
for physically

handicapped children (Geelsgard Kostsko,len) alongside many modern
therapeutic children centres provide the greater par! of special care in this field.
Many local child-welfare committe,es offer assistance and can even make provisions
for domestic help where neessary-whether due to the parents' conditions or the

children's.

An important

assistance to

'the child and youth welfare

co'mmittees

when making decisions with regard to the provision of support is given by the
child guidance clinics which have been set up in various parts of the country.
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